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History 
Hollins has a rich and 
important history. Many 
of the traditions origina-
ted by the founder are 
still with us today. A 
knowledge of the history 
of Hollins and its trad!-
tion is important to a 
com plete understanding 
of its goals and purposes , 
its direction, and your 
place in its development. 
TI1e people who have 
gone before you take 
pride in Hollins, and they 
want you to take pride in 
it as well. 
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HISTORY 
Like the winding, curving road that once led 
to the college gates, so the history of Hollins 
took many twists and turns before reaching its 
destiny as a women's college. 
On land settled by William Carvin in the late 
18th century, Charles Johnston started a 
mineral spring resort named Botetourt Springs. 
When the resort failed a few years later, 
Johnston's nephew, Edward William acquired 
the land. But by 1842 he had sold it to the 
Rev. Joshua Bradley. 
Bradley founded the Valley Union Educational 
Society of Virginia for boys and girls. He left 
the chartered institute in 1846, and the officers 
invited the 26-year-old business manager and 
professor of math at Richmond College to head 
the institute. 
One condition of the invitation was that he 
advance money to meet the liabilities of the 
school. Thus, Charles Lewis Cocke with his 
$1500 savings, his wife Susanna Pleasants 
Cocke, and their three children, set out on the 
five-day journey west from Richmond to 
Hollins. 
In 1851, lack of accommodations and money 
prohibited expansion. Mr. Cocke recommended 
that the male school be dropped and the institute 
be dedicated to the education of young women. 
The year 1852 marked the first session of the 
Female Seminary at Botetourt Springs, and 
attendance more than justified the officers' 
decision to go along with Mr. Cocke's recom-
mendation. 
Slow deterioration of the original cottages of 
Botetourt Springs caused Mr. Cocke to solicit 
contributions to the school. It was no easy 
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task to obtain support for a women's institute 
in the south, but in 1855 he was at last 
successful as a letter relates: "Mrs. John 
Hollins induced her husband to give us $5000 
and the school became Hollins Institute under 
a new charter with self-perpetuating powers." 
Mr. Hollins, a man of few words and quiet 
manner, was a miller in Campbell County. It 
was his stipulation that the old charter be re-
placed and that the institution be controlled by 
a self-perpetuating board of trustees. He 
served on that board from 1855 until his death 
in 1859. 
Mrs. Hollins was a philanthropist endeared to 
benefiting humanity. It was contrary to her 
will that her name be associated with the 
institution, but she yielded to the earnest re-
quest of the trustees. She continued to contri-
bute to the institute after her husband's death. 
Ripley's Believe It or Not lists Charles L. 
Cocke in its pages because he served the 
institute for 59 years and was never paid a cent. 
By 1900 the board calculated the only way to 
reimburse him was to transfer ownership of 
the school to Char les L. Cocke and his fam ily. 
When Mr. Cocke died in May of 1901, the 
school did not die with him. Rather, through 
the dedication that the founder instilled in his 
fam ily, faculty, and staff, the institute sur-
vived and thrived under his daughter, Matty L. 
Cocke and the other presidents who followed. 
The name of the institute was changed to 
Hollins College in 1910, when the college was 
meeting the standards for accreditation. 
On May 31, 1924, Vice Pres ident Lucian Cocke 
proposed that Hollins once again be a publicly-
THE ALMA MATER 
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owned institution with a self-perpetuating 
board of trustees. 
At noon on August 31, 1932, President Matty 
Cocke delivered to the chairman of the Board 
of Trustees of Hollins College Corporation, the 
legal deed to Hollins COllege. 
Thus, after p2 years, the Cocke family 
relinquished its property. And thus was 
realized the dream of Charles Lewis Cocke, 
the man who at the age of 19 had dedicated his 
life to the higher education of women in the 
South. 
"The Green and the Gold" 
I 
o fair maiden Spring, what hue will you bring 
To our cause from your own sunny sheen? 
You have brought for your part the hue nearest 
your heart 
And spread Hollins' hillsides with green. 
And you, frosty Fall, the most brilliant of all, 
What color for us do you hold? 
You have laid your fair hand with its torch on 
our land, 
And set our trees flaming with gold. 
II 
TI1e Green and the Gold, we have loved it of old, 
And to it we will ever be true. 
For the memory will last of the days that are 
past, 
And linger, dear Hollins, with you. 
For life, when we're young, is a song that is 
sung, 
And must pass as a tale that is told, 
But honor and praise, to the end of our days, 
We will render the Green and the Gold. 
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III 
And still at the thought of the good she has 
wrought, 
Each heart must with gratitude thrill--
So to Hollins we'll sing till the mountainsides 
ring, 
Our jewel of woodlands and hill. 
There are true, loyal friends that our college 
life lends, 
And treasures of life manifold, 
And may kind fortune bless with eternal success 
Our Hollins, the Green and the Gold. 
Words by Phoebe HUNTER Gilkyson, Class 
of 1909, and music by Almah McCONIHA Y 
Wilson, Class of 1911. 
Traditions are an important part of life at 
Hollins. Here are a few. 
Tinker Day! This is a surprise holiday that 
occurs sometime during the month of October, 
after the first frost. TIle president and the 
carillon make it official early on that special 
morning; students, faculty members, staff, 
and administrators abandon work and classes 
and hike to the top of Tinker Mountain (some 
in outlandish costumes). Class skits, songs, 
fried chicken, Tinker cake and Virginia apples 
make this day the most treasured in autumn. 
Miss Matty Cocke's Birthday. Miss Matty, 
besides being the daughter of the founder, 
was president of Hollins from 1901 to 1933. 
Students celebrate her birthday with birthday 
cake, traditional Hollins songs, and all the 
trappings of a birthday party one night (it's 
a movable feast) in October. 
Ring Night, another surprise date (at least 
to juniors). usually occurs in November; on 
HISTORY 
this most dreaded occasion juniors learn the 
secret identities of their senior ring sisters, 
and are led on wild goose chases to obtain the 
elusive and cherished class ring. See RINGS. 
Golden Rule Dinner. The Wednesday night 
before the end of first semester classes, the 
dining hall serves a simple meal of homemade 
soup and toast. TI1is meal, served by members 
of the senior class and promoted by the 
Religious Life Association, is designed to save 
money that is subsequently donated to the 
needy and to various service organizations. 
Christmas Tea. The Sunday before the end of 
first semester classes, the head residents 
treat the entire college community to a beauti-
ful Christmas party in the Green Drawing Room. 
Christmas carols at the piano. Christmas 
cookies. punch. friends. and good cheer make 
this a very special tradition. 
White Gift Service. Following the Christmas 
Tea is one of the most beautiful traditions at 
Hollins. one that is almost as old as the college 
itself. TI1e White Gift Service is so ca lled 
because students used to wear white to the 
service. At this chapel service. the chapel 
choir sings Advent arrl Christmas music. and 
members of the college community read special 
scripture passages. TIle entire community 
presents a special offering that serves local. 
nationa 1. and global service organizations. 
Founder's Day. Each year. on February 21, 
the college celebrates the birth and life of its 
founder, Charles Lewis Cocke. At noon, the 
members of the senior class and one faculty 
member walk to the Cocke family cemetery and 
place a wreath on Mr. Cocke's grave. Later 
in the day. the entire college is able to parti-
cipate in the celebration through the Founder's 
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Day Convocation, a ceremony featuring a 
special speaker. Often, there are events 
such as recitals and lectures in the evening. 
Hundredth Night. One hundred nights before 
graduation, the members of the senior class 
attend a party hostessed by the head residents. 
Each senior wears a costume: she dresses as 
her roommate s secret desire' 

Finding Your Way 
Finding your way around 
Hollins means many 
things: eating in the din-
ing hall, finding your 
way to a post office box, 
choosing a. roommate, 
buying your books, get-
ting involved in religious 
life, dOing laundry, get-
ting your room keys, 
registering your car, 
finding counseling, get-
tin.!! an ID card, knowin.!! 
about regulations that 
affect you. . • in other 
words, coping with the 
things that matter every 
day, outside the class-
room, so that your time 
inside the classroom is 
the best that it can be. 
17 
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FINDING YOUR WAY 
See HOUSING OPTIONS. 
See DRUGS. 
When the president of the college requests 
attendance at a college event such as the 
formal opening of the college, or Founder's 
Day convocation, it is expected that students 
will attend the event. 
The college books hop is in the Moody Center, 
on the lower level. Textbooks and materials 
for your courses are available there. 
For the first few weeks of school, you will 
not be allowed to charge books in the bookshop. 
so you should bring extra money to cover them. 
See TRANSPOR TA TION. 
Students may cash checks in the bookshop. 
Except for college paychecks, the maximum 
amount for which a check will be cashed is $25. 
Students must present college ID's in order to 
cash checks . A $5 charge is made for passing 
bad checks in the books hop, and you could lose 
your check cashing privilege. Virginia state 
law applies to all students with regard to pass-
ing bad checks: deliverance of a check for which 
there are insufficient funds can amount to 
grand larceny. 
19 
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If you need change to do your laundry or for 
the drink or candy machines, you can get it in 
several places: change machines that convert 
one -dollar bills and quarters are located in the 
post office and the first floor of Tinker; a 
change machine for quarters only (it changes 
a quarter for two dimes and a nickel) is in the 
laundromat. If the machines are out of order 
or you need change for a five -dollar bill, try 
the bookshop, the laundromat, the switchboard, 
the snack bar, or the treasurer's office. 
There are several ways to get the word out 
at Hollins. Use any or all of these methods 
to publicize things: 
bulletin boards in the post office, on the 
porch of Main, and on the lower level 
of the Moody Center 
the kiosk on the entry level of the Moody 
Center (it is a bulletin board in the 
shape of a cylinder) 
the daily announcement sheet and 
"Today at Hollins, " see Kathy Hiserodt, 
upper level, Moody Center 
the faculty-staff newsletter; see Helen 
Young in the dean's office, first 
floor, adm inistration building 
The Hollins Columns, the student-
administered newspaper; see 
Lissa Mahlum, the editor 
the office of information and publications; 
see Gail Raiman - Helms if you want 
something publicized in Roanoke 
campus mail; if you want to send something 
to students, take it to the student activities 
office, upper level, Moody Center; if 
you want to send something to a faculty 
member, an administrator, or a staff 
member, put it in the appropriate box 
in the post office (these boxes are on the 
right side of the post office doors, 
opposite the switchboard) 
See DAY STUDENTS. 
CONDUCT 
COUNSELING 
D 
DAY STUDENTS 
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Please be aware that there are regulations 
about publicity - -where you can hang posters, 
publication deadlines - -and find out what they 
are before you publicize your event. 
Hollins students must obey Virginia state laws 
and college regulations. Ignorance is not an 
acceptable excuse. Campus life and honor 
code regulations are included in this book . 
The college employs a psychiatrist and a psy-
chological counselor, whose services are free 
to students. Pastoral counseling is ava ilable 
from the college chaplain, Kathleen Finney. 
See RELIGIOUS LIFE . 
Dr. Evelyn Wade is the college psychiatrist. 
Her office is in the chapel, on the side nearest 
the chapel parking lot. You can make an 
appointment with Dr. Wade by signing your logo 
on the appointm ent list on her door. If you 
prefer to make an appointment by phone. call 
the chapel office, extension 6665. 
Charles Holland is the psychological 
counselor. Hi s office is on the fourth floor 
of Pleasants; his extension is 6539. 
Your conversations with Dr. Wade, Mr. Holland, 
or Chaplain Finney are always confidential, 
unless a clear danger to you or to someone else 
is evident. 
Here are some things you may want to know 
if you are a day student at lIo II ins : you can 
receive metered mail at post office box 10155; 
your on -campus mail is delivered to the boxes 
in the post office that are next to the ride board; 
Rathhaus is available to you, with a kitchen, a 
lounge, and study rooms; you have a represen -
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DAY S1UDENTS tative to Student Senate, with whom you can 
(continued) discuss your concerns. She is a day student 
elected by day students during the spring. 
You can purchase meal tickets for 
the dining hall in the treasurer's office (base-
ment floor, administration building); be sure 
to register your car with Security (Botetourt). 
DINING ROOM HOURS Monday through Friday: 
DORMS 
DRESS 
DRUGS 
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Breakfast, 7:15-9:00 a. m. 
Continental (coffee, cereal, toast, dough-
nuts), 9:00-9:15 a.m. 
Lunch, 11 :00 a. m. -1 :15 p. m. 
Dinner, 4:30-6:30 p. m. 
Saturday and Sunday 
Brunch, 9:00 a.m. -1:00 p . m. 
Dinner, 4:30-6:30 p. m. 
See HOUSING OPTIONS. 
No dress code, as such. exists at Hollins. 
Students are expected to dress appropriately 
for the time and place (bathing suits, hair 
rollers are not appropriate on the quadrangle, 
in the dining hall, or in your advisor's office; 
your male guest should wear a shirt in the 
dining hall). Shoes must be worn in the dining 
hall as a health standard. 
Alcoholic beverages. Virginia state laws say 
this about you and alcoholic beverages: If 
you are under 18. you may not purchase, store. 
possess, or drink any alcoholic beverages 
(this includes beer); if you are over 18 and under 
21, the only alcoholic beverage you may pur-
chase. store, possess or drink is beer; if you 
are 21 or older you may purchase, store, pos-
sess or drink any legal alcoholic beverage you 
choose; if you are eligible to purchase alcohol-
FINDING YOUR WAY 
ic beverages, you may not purchase them for 
someone who is ineligible (if you are 21, you 
may not purchase wine or "distilled spirits" 
for someone who is under 21); you may not 
drink alcoholic beverages in an unlicensed area 
(parking lots, streets, cars) accessible to the 
public or in the public view; you may not be in-
toxicated in public. 
Hollins College says this about you and alcohol-
ic beverages: the storage, possession,and con-
sumption of alcoholic beverages on Hollins 
College property is permitted only in accordance 
with Virginia state law; alcoholic beverages are 
permitted in the residence halls in student 
rooms, and in social rooms and TV rooms as 
determined by the residents; no beer kegs are 
allowed in student res idences; consum ption of 
alcohol on campus grounds is prohibited (a 
request for an exception to this rule should be 
directed to the dean of students); consumption 
of alcohol is prohibited in academic buildings, 
the Green Drawing Room, the Tinker Oval Room, 
the Little TI1eatre, and the chapel (a request for 
an exception to this rule should be directed to 
the dean of the college). If you have a question 
regarding alcoholic beverages and the rules 
that concern you and your guests, some people 
you might see are your dorm president, your 
head resident, the coordinator of extracurricu-
1ar events, and the dean of students. 
Drugs. TIle college policy on drugs is this: 
"because the illegal use of drugs so frequently 
harms the user phys ically and mentally, inter-
feres with the user's ability to carryon her 
academic and social life, or infringes upon the 
social and academic rights of others, Hollins 
College strongly disapproves of both the illegal 
use and distribution of drugs. The college will 
respond to the issue in three ways: education 
for the entire college community about drug use 
and its consequences; counseling for those with 
23 
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personal problems of drug use; and disciplin-
ary action up to and including separation from 
the college for anyone who illegally distributes 
drugs or whose drug related behavior infringes 
upon the rights of others. 
"Although the enforcement of the law is not With-
in the educational function of the college, no one 
should delude herself that the campus is a 
sanctuary from law enforcement agents. All 
members of the college community are subject 
to state and federal laws that regulate the use 
of drugs. Law enforcement agents have juriS-
diction on campus and, when possessing proper 
documents, may legally make arrests or searCh 
any room or building without prior notice to 
college officials. Moreover, the college can-
not intervene to protect an accused person from 
the consequences of her arrest or conviction, 
on or off cam pus. 
"Allegation of drug misuse will be considered 
by the adm inistration through the dean of 
the college. " 
The emergency alert procedure is as follows: 
Life and death situations (overdose, attempted 
suicide, severe accident) 
Call Security: 0, 6501, or 6419. 
Security will call: the Life Saving Crew, 
the infirmary, and Mrs. Willey. 
State the problem, the age of the victim, 
your name and location, and a number 
where you can be reached. 
Fire 
Set off the fire alarm in your building. 
Call Security: 0, 6501, or 6419. 
Security will call the Fire Department, 
Mr. Howe, and Mrs. Willey. 
State the location and nature of the fire, 
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and yom: name. 
Missing person 
Notify Mrs. Willey: 6406, 6653. 
Emergency Communication System 
There is an emergency communication system 
in effect at the college throughout the day and 
night. If you need help at any time, dial 0, 
6501, or 6419, the college sWitchboard number, 
and report your emergency. After the switch-
board closes, the phone will be answered by a 
security officer. There is a head resident on 
call at all times, including weekends, to handle 
emergencies and she may be reached through the 
switchboard. The head resident on call carries 
a portable pager and can be reached at any time. 
Remember: in an emergency, you need to make 
only one call. Dial 0, 6501, or 6419. 
Emergency alarm system 
Certain posts that line the path from the college 
infirmary to the college apartments have alarm 
buttons, as do the posts from Tinker to Siberia 
parking lot. These buttons are for emergencies 
only; use them if you are in trouble, and an 
alarm signals the security officers on duty. 
Emergency services in the Roanoke area 
Planned Parenthood (342-6741) offers informa-
tion' counseling. and referral in areas of birth 
controL pregnancy. and abortion. 
Rape Crisis and Intervention [Rapeline] (366-
6030) offers free counseling to rape victims. 
Trust (563-0311) is the Roanoke Valley Trouble 
Center, Inc. Hollins students and faculty mem-
bers established this service. You can call 
for information or counseling in the areas of 
problem pregnancy, potential suicide, or drug 
abuse. 
25 
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If you discover a fire, set off the fire alarm 
in your residence and call the switchboard 
immediately (0, 6501, 6419). Identify your-
self, the location of the fire, and the nature of 
the fire if you can. 
Each student residence chooses a fire marshal, 
whose responsibility it is to conduct fire drills 
at regular intervals throughout the school 
year. She explains the procedures for exit 
during a fire; she is also responsible for taking 
roll to make sure everyone has either eVacuated 
the residence or is accounted for. You will know 
that your dorm is having a fire drill or a real 
fire when you hear an extremely loud alarm. It 
sounds like nothing else, and you will recogniZe 
it. 
Each dormitory has its own fire extinguishers, 
located at several places on each hall. If a fire 
extinguisher is activated for any reason, you, 
your fire marshal, or dorm president need to 
notify Security so that the extinguisher can be 
ref illed; if it is not refilled when a fire occurs , 
the res idents of your dorm are in trouble . If 
a fire extinguisher is activated illegally (that is, 
if someone uses it as a prank or for some pur-
pose other than to extinguish a fire), a fine of 
$50 must be paid by the person responsible . 
Damages that result from illegally activating an 
extinguisher are the responsibilty of that persOn 
as well. 
The college prohibits the possession or use of 
fireworks, firearms, ammunition, or explosives 
in any college residence (including the apart-
ments) or on any college property. 
G 
GUESTS 
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Rules concerning your guests at Hollins exist 
for your protection and for the protection of 
other residents in your dorm and college prop -
erty. Some general things to remember about 
guests are: you must pay for meals your guests 
eat in the dining hall- -you may pay in cash or 
have them charged to your account; you should 
register your guest's car with Security--parking 
places for guests are in the chapel parking lot; 
the college discourages your entertaining guests 
during reading days and exam periods; you are 
responsible for the behavior of your guests 
while they are at Hollins; the college discourag-
es your entertaining people in the dorm whom 
you do not know. 
Female guests. Your overnight female guest 
may stay in your residence hall. Cots are 
available from the buildings office (Botetourt 
Hall) and guest linen, from the laundromat; 
both are free. You should register your guest 
with your head resident. She may stay up to 
10 days. 
Male guests . The place for your overnight 
Ls to stay 011 campus 1s Turner Hall. 
The charge is $3 per night and includes a bed. 
bed linens, and a blanket; it does not include 
towels. wash cloths, or soap. If you wish to 
use this service, see the head resident on duty 
in the Student Activities Office (third floor, 
Moody Center). When you pay the fee for the 
room and the deposit for the keys, you will re-
ceive bed linens and a list of rules and some 
information about the male guest quarters; be 
sure to read this information. It is also impor-
tant for you to remember that you must escort 
your male guests in the residence halls at 
all times and that no men are allowed in the 
residences after 1 :00 a. m. From 1 :00 a. m. 
27 
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to 3:00 a. m., your male guests may be with 
you in the chapel social room; male guests 
cannot be in the chapel after 3:00 a. m. 
See PAR TIES. 
In compliance with section 504 of the Rehabili-
tation Act of 197 3, Hollins College makes the 
following provisions for handicapped students: 
no student may be excluded from any course Or 
course of study because of handicap; classes 
will be rescheduled for students with mobility 
impairments if they are scheduled for inacces-
sible classrooms; academic degree or course 
requirements may be modified in certain in-
stances to ensure full participation by handi-
capped students; alternate methods of testing and 
evaluation are available in all courses offered 
by the institution for students with requirement~ 
for such methods; auxiliary aids are made avail-
able by the college for students with impaired 
sensory, manual, or speaking skills; and 
certain campus rules or regulations may be 
waived if they limit the participation of handi-
capped students. 
Counseling. See COUNSELING and RELIGIOUS 
LIFE. 
Infirmary. The infirmary is the red brick build-
ing located just inside the college entrance. Its 
facilities are well equipped to care for outpatient 
as well as those who need bed care. The in-
firmary is staffed by registered nurses and a 
doctor. Any student with a health problem 
should consult with the medical staff, who main-
tain a close association with dental and medical 
facilities in Roanoke. This makes it possible 
for referrals to be made to specialized services. 
I 
IDENTIFICATION 
CARDS 
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The infirmary doors are locked during the late 
evening hours, so you must notify your head 
resident or resident assistant if you become ill 
and she will make the necessary arrangements 
for you to go to the infirmary. 
Hours when the infirmary doors are open are: 
Monday through Sunday, 
8:00a.m. -8:00p.m. 
A nurse is on duty throughout the day and night 
every day from the opening of school in Septem-
ber until the closing of school in May, except 
during school vacations. 
As a health protection, students who are ill may 
not remain in student residences. Students who 
refuse admission to the infirmary when the 
college physician deems it necessary, will be 
released to their parents, guardians, or a local 
hospital. 
When bed care is necessary, the first two days 
in the infirmary are without charge. Thereafter, 
$10 per day is charged. 
Parents should feel free to consult with the phy-
sician, by mail or by phone, whenever there is 
concern about a student's illness. Parents are 
notified of a student's illness, with the student's 
knowledge, if the illness is serious or if it is 
necessary to keep the student in the infirmary 
m ore than 48 hours. 
You need an ID to cash checks in the bookshop, 
to be admitted to certain college functions, and 
you are required to present it if another mem-
ber of the community asks you to. ID cards are 
29 
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valid for one year and are issued each fall. 
If you lose your card you can get another one 
for $5. These extra cards are issued one day 
of each month during the school year. You can 
call Miss Ferguson or the office of the dean of 
students about this (both, third floor, Moody 
Center). 
See HEA L TH SERVICES. 
If you would like to have a job on campus, you 
should see Sue Ross, the director of financial 
aid (third floor, administration building). Work-
study students (those on financial aid) have first 
priority for jobs, but non-work-study students 
may also be employed. If you would like to find 
a job off-campus, Peggy-Ann Neumann, the 
director of the career counseling center (Rose 
Hill), has information about part-time, full-time. 
and summer jobs in Roanoke and elsewhere. 
There are kitchens in each student residence at 
Hollins. If you need equipment you cannot find 
in your dorm's kitchen, contact a head resident 
or Mr. Wrobel (third floor, Moody Center). 
LAW ENFORCEMENT Students are expected to comply with Virginia 
state laws; law enforcement officers have juris-
diction on the Ho llins cam pus. 
LAUNDRY FACILITIES The laundromat has coin machines for washing 
and drying. Washing machines operate on 
quarters; dryers operate on dimes. If you want 
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to send things out to be dry-cleaned, take them 
to the laundromat; this service can be charged 
to your account. When you leave for the summer, 
you can store your clothes at the laundromat for 
a fee. There are also irons and ironing boards 
there. The laundromat is behind West dorm. 
LEAVES OF ABSENCE If you wish to be away from Hollins for personal 
reasons or to attend another institution not on 
the Hollins exchange program, you may request 
to take a leave of absence for a semester or for 
a year. You should make the request to the 
associate dean for student academic affairs 
(second floor, administration building). 
You may take an emergency leave for a limited 
period of time (up to a month) in cases of serious 
illness or death in the family. In these cases, 
you should get in touch with the associate dean 
of student academic affairs or the dean of 
students (third floor, Moody Center). You can 
make up your work when you return. 
If the college physician, psychiatrist, or your 
own physician recommends a medical leave of 
absence for you, you need to have the doctor 
who treats you send a report to the college phy-
sician before you return to Hollins. A personal 
interview may also be needed. 
If the college physician or psychiatrist recom -
mends a mandatory medical leave, you or your 
parents may petition the administration for a 
hearing through the dean of the college, who will 
refer your case to the deans and doctors commit-
tee. If you choose this option, it is necessary 
that you or your parents give written consent to 
the college doctor for your medical problem to 
be discussed. 
If you do not return from a leave of absence and 
have not asked for an extension of the leave, you 
are considered withdrawn from the college. If 
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you wish to be r eadmitted to Hollins once you 
have withdrawn, contact the associate dean for 
student academ ic affairs. 
Hollins does not assume responsibility for loss 
of personal property due to theft, fire, and other 
ca tastrophes. It is a good idea to maintain 
insurance for your personal possessions. 
There is a lost and found in the laundromat. If 
you lose or find something, you can also conta~t 
the SWitchboard, or tack a postcard onto the 
lost and found board in the post office. 
MARRIED STUDENTS Students who marry while enrolled at IJollins 
should inform the registrar so she may send OUt 
a "directory change" listing new name and ad-
dress. There is no student housing for married 
couples at Hollins. 
MONEY Many scholarships and funds are available for 
research projects and other study and for 
emergencies. For information about scholar-
ships and money for research, see the academiC 
catalog. The Student Government ASSOCiation 
awards short term scholarships on the basis of 
need and creativity so that students may partiCi-
pate fully in the short term of their choice, on 
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or off campus. To apply for one of these schol 
ships, submit a written proposal to the vice 
president of SGA for academic affairs by 
October 15, 1978. Your proposal should include 
a detailed summary of your program for short 
term, its purpose, and an itemized budget. The 
Foreign Student Emergency Fund is for inter-
national students. If you would like to apply fOr 
these funds, contact the dean of students. Frey 
has a student relief fund designed to take care of 
problems like medical emergencies, academic 
needs, and emergency transportation. These 
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funds are available in the form of loans. If you 
wish to apply for a loan from this fund, submit 
a written request to Freya through Dean Willey, 
Miss Ferguson, Mr. Holland, or Chaplain 
Finney. You will receive a response directly 
from Freya. In your request, you should state 
the amount of money you need, how you intend 
to repay it, and your name, college residence, 
and telephone extension. 
See FINANCIAL AID. 
If you need a notary, you can usually find one 
in the treasurer's office or in the financial aid 
office (both in the administration building). 
You may be able to sell some of your old text-
books when you have finished using them. A sales-
person comes to the books hop once each semes-
ter to buy used books. Check with Mrs . Pillow 
(l3ookshop, lower level, Moody Center) to learn 
the dates. 
Since parties on a small campus affect more 
people than the hostess and her guests, Bollins 
has certain poliCies regarding parties. General-
ly stated, the policy is this: if you have a party 
that includes more than 15 participants, you 
must sign a Campus Life Party agreement; if 
your party is in a student residence, sign this 
agreement with your house president; if it is 
not in a student residence (on the grounds, in 
the dining room), see Kathy Hiserodt, the 
coordinator of extracurricular activities 
(third floor, Moody Center); if your party 
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includes more than 100 participants, you must 
have one security officer there for every 100 
participants; no parties may be scheduled dUring 
reading days or exams; no open parties (one Witl1 
up to 400 guests and that is advertised for Hollirl 
students and their guests) may be held on camptJ~ 
Sunday night through Thursday night; and open 
parties may not include the dispensing of free 
a lcoholic beverages. 
This is the general policy regarding parties. If 
you are planning a party and want more inforn) ~ 
alion about Hollins I policy, speak with your 
dorm pres ident or the coordinator of extracur-
ricular activities. See GUESTS. 
Neither res ident students nor day students may 
bring pets anywhere on campus at any time. .AIl~ 
student having a pet in violation of this regulatio 
receives a fine of $15, and $5 every day until 
the anima I lea yes cam pus. Res ident students 
may keep goldfish or turtles in college hOUSing. 
First priority in Tayloe Gymnasium goes to the 
instructional program. On a scheduled basis, 
however, students, faculty, and faculty familie., 
may use the gym facilities. 
Gym: 
Wednesday, 8:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m. 
Friday, 3:00 p. m. -6:00 p. m. 
Saturday and Sunday, 1:00 p.m. -2:00 p.m. 
Pool: 
--Monday and Wednesday, 6:00 p. m. -7 :00 p. 0' • 
Tuesday and Thursday, noon -1 :00 p. m. 
Saturday and Sunday, 1:00 p.m. -2:00 p.m. 
Tennis courts: 
TIle courts arc reserved for classes Monda), 
through Thursday from 9:00 a. m. until 5:30 
p. m. You are requested to limit your play 
to 1-1/2 hours if someone is waiting for a 
court. Tennis shoes only are allowed on the 
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courts. 
Playing fields: 
These are for the use of the physical educ -
ation classes at Hollins. If you want to hit 
golf balls, please restrict your use of the tee-
ing area to the section between the signs on the 
Moody Center. Use of the fields or the put-
ting green requires the permission of the 
physical education department; this office is 
in the gym. 
POLITICAL ACTIVITY Hollins College recognizes and cherishes the 
right of dissent by individual members of the 
community as one of the fundamental democratic 
freedoms. In exercis ing the right to protest, 
POST OFFICE BOX 
a member of the Hollins community must always 
remember her special responsibility to the insti-
tution. For faculty members, these obligations 
are set forth in the 1951 statement on academic 
freedom issued by the American Association of 
University Professors and are adhered to by this 
college. Students are obligated to make it clear 
that when they speak, they do so for themselves 
and not for the institution. You are expected to 
speak and act responsibly when you exercise 
your right to dissent. 
Freedom from disorder is essential to the right 
of protest. Hollins College welcomes peaceful 
and orderly protest but does not tolerate inter -
ference with the rights of others, obstruction of 
normal activities, threats of coercion, violence, 
or destruction of property. 
Normal academic schedules are not suspended 
except for reasonable cause as determined by the 
president or his designated representative, after 
consultation with members of the [rollins 
community. 
The rental fee for a post office box is $3.75 for 
the academ ic year, non -refundable. Before you 
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leave campus for the summer holiday, give the 
postmaster a forwarding address. If you plan 
to be off-campus for short term, your mail will 
be forwarded if you leave an address. 
The quadrangle is a National Historic Landmark. 
Cars are strictly forbidden on the grass; they 
are permitted on the sidewalks only for loading 
and unloading at the beginning and end of breaks. 
The founders of Hollins established it as a 
Christian college; the institution has no denom-
inational affiliation and welcomes students of all 
backgrounds. The college pledges itself "to 
nurture spiritual growth and service." The 
religious life program at Hollins exists to further 
this goal. Jessie Ball duPont Chapel serves as 
the center of campus worship. Hollins I foun-
der established the tradition of evening worship. 
The regular Sunday service begins at 7 :30 p. m. 
Its format is fairly regular, although the service 
usually reflects the religious tradition of the 
guest speaker. Guest speakers are a key element 
of worship at Hollins; members of the community 
are exposed to many different spiritual and 
scholarly perspectives in the chapel. 
Another weekly service begins at 7 :00 p. m. on 
Wednesday evenings. The location of this ser-
vice varies; it may be in the main chapel, the 
meditation chapel, the chapel social room, or 
outside the chapel altogether, in the Beale garden. 
TIle format of the Wednesday service is less 
regular than the Sunday service. It may be a 
forum on a moral issue, a short vespers service, 
a talk or homily presented by a student, profes-
sor' or staff member, a dance presentation, 
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or a recital--organ, voice, or carillon. 
Music is integral to religious life at Hollins. 
The chapel choir, under the direction of James 
Leland, sings regularly at chapel services and 
gives concerts throughout the year. Mr. Leland 
is also the college organist, and plays at all reg-
ular Sunday services. See CHAPE L CHOIR. 
Other facets of the religious life program include 
weekly Episcopal communion services, Bible 
studies, weekly Roman Catholic masses, jewish 
observances and programs, prayer breakfasts, 
faith support groups, Baptist study groups, study 
programs on topics like" Living What You 
Believe, " women and religion, and world hunger. 
TI1e college chaplain is the Reverend Kathleen 
Finney. A minister in the United Church of 
Christ, she coordinates the religious program 
in cooperation with student religious leaders, 
area clergy, the organist and choirmaster, and 
various committees like the religious life com-
mittee of the college legislature. She presides 
and sometimes preaches at Sunday chapel ser-
vices. She teaches one course each semester in 
the department of philosophy and religion, and 
is awtilable for counseling. Chaplain Finney 
is a trained counselor and has experience in 
grief situa.tions, crisis intervention, sexuality 
counseling, and general counseling for personal 
growth. Her assistant, Betty Aker, can schedule 
an appointment for you to see Chaplain Finney. 
The chaplain lives on cam pus. 
The ministry team, a group of clergy and lay 
people from the Roanoke Valley, conducts wor-
ship services, forums, and discussions at 
Hollins. Its members preach, counsel, and 
maintain contact with students. If you 
would like to attend a church, temple, or syna-
gogue in Roanoke, Mrs. Aker (chapel, extension 
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6665), has a list of area congregations and 
clergy and may be able to arrange transportatio~ 
for you. You can also contact the president of 
the Religious Life Association for rides to these 
congregations. If you want to plan a program 
or a service with a member of the ministry 
team, you can call the chaplain or the president 
of RLA, or you can contact someone on the 
team directly. The members are the Rev. Bob 
Morrison and the Rev. Deborah Hentz (Hollins 
Class of '74), both of St. James' Episcopal 
Church (366-4157); Mrs. Joan Bowers, who leads: 
a Bible study in her home (362 -1901); Ronald 
Brown, of the Baptist Student Union (563 -1249); 
Father Mike McClernon, of Our Lady of Nazareth 
Church (343-0414); Rabbi Gerry Walter, of 
Temple Emanuel (342-3378), the chaplain (6665) 
and the president of RLA, Kristen Keener '79. 
The Religious Life Association is an autonomous: 
group to which all Hollins students belong. Areas 
of specific interest to this organization are wor' 
ship, study, funds, and service. Most RLA 
projects are channeled through one of these com, 
mittees, sometimes in cooperation with another 
student organization or the chapel. R LA also 
promotes fun and fellowship through activities 
ranging from singers in Purgatory (the coffee-
house in the chapel basement) to square dances 
with students from other schools. 
The worship committee works closely with the 
chaplain and organist to plan Sunday evening 
services. This committee also plans Wednesday 
night chapel. 
Study programs this past year included a variety 
of topics, including women and religion and 
medical ethics. Guest speakers led many of 
these programs in adaition to preaching at the 
Sunday chapel service. 
Traditional fund -raising activities include the 
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White Gift Service and the Golden Rule Dinner, 
both of which benefit our neighbors in need and 
other worthwhile organizations. 
Service projects, coordinated by the R LA service 
committee, include student visitation in area 
nursing homes and the detention home, and some 
volunteer work in local hospitals. New ideas 
for this program are always welcomed. 
The RLA cabinet provides the leadership for 
these programs. Composed of RLA's top officers 
and representatives of each student residence, 
the group is active and eager to use creative 
ideas. RLA's officers are Kristen Keener '79, 
president; Kim Deason '81, secretary-treasurer; 
Nancy Martin '79, service chairman; and Suzanne 
Brooks '80, worship chairman. Vice presiden~ 
funds chairman, and study chairman are to be 
elected. 
The residence staff at Hollins is an active group, 
so if you're a resident student--or even if you're 
not--there's a good chance you'll have some 
contact with one of the members. Head residents 
and resident assistants compose this staff, and 
they work closely with the office of the dean of 
students. Head residents assist and advise 
students in areas of government, programming, 
discipline, and adm inistration. Each dormitory 
and the apartment complex have a head resident. 
H.R. 's have reputations for being tireless enter-
ta iners and good listeners. In addition to her 
duties in the dorm, each head res ident is active ly 
involved in another area of interest at the 
college, like the outdoor program, public speak-
i.ng, or study skills assistance. One head res-
ident is always on call during the weekends and 
in the evenings. You can reach her by calling 
the switchboard. 
Resident assistants are undergraduates trained 
to offer service and leadership in the residence 
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halls and houses. R .A. 's are community build-
ers who work actively to create an environment 
conducive to intellectual and personal growth. 
They are valuable resource people who know how 
to listen and to find answers. 
If you want to apply for a position on the residence 
staff, see the dean of students (third floor, 
Moody Center). 
A student residence, as a community of 
persons engaged in learning, is the concern of 
several groups within the college. Since these 
residences are owned by the college, the ultimate 
authority for their regulation rests with the 
trustees; that authority has been delegated by 
the trustees to the administration, and by the 
administration to the student government associ-
ation. This means that the administration, while 
not wishing to interfere with students' private 
lives nor to legislate morality, will continue to 
be concerned with the environment of student 
res idences. 
The housing policy at Hollins states that 
only college-assigned occupants may reside in 
dormitories, houses, and apartments, and the 
college does not condone overnight visits by mem-
bers of the opposite sex; the college reserves the 
right to inspect any room or apartment at any 
time. During such inspections, every effort 
will be made to respect the occupant's privacy. 
The college reserves the right to require an 
occupant to move when it seems i.n the best in-
terest of the college and/or the occupants of 
the residence; students who change rooms with-
out permission from the office of the dean of 
students will be fined $25; the college cannot be 
responsible for the personal property of residents 
(see LIABILITY) , and advises that students 
maintain insurance for their possess ions; all 
room care and housekeeping are the res pons ibil-
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ity of the residents; when damage to a college 
residence is clearly the result of negligence or 
vandalism, residents are fined; moving furni-
ture from any college public area or storage 
area results in a $5 fine; when students leave 
their rooms or apartments to move, to leave 
for the summer, or to graduate, they are ex-
pected to leave their rooms clean and in good 
order (trash swept, doors and windows locked); 
if you leave this responsibility to others you 
will be fined $25. 
Room and roommate assignments for freshmen 
and transfer students take place in late summer. 
In August, you receive your dormitory assign-
ment; you will learn what room you have and the 
name of your roommate when you arrive in the 
fall. Hollins policy is not to notify students of 
the names of their roommates until they come 
to school in the fall. 
You may request a room or roommate change 
by contacting Miss Ferguson, a member of 
the residence staff. Changes are made at the 
break between semesters, and the deadline for 
applications is December 1. 
Preferential room selection is the process 
through which sophomores, juniors, and seniors 
select their rooms and roommates. Seniors 
have first choice of rooms, juniors second, and 
sophomores third. Within each class, the order 
of choice is determined by drawing numbers. If 
you are not living on cam pus during the selection 
process (if you are on Hollins Abroad, on the 
exchange program, or on leave) you may not 
participate in number drawing, but you will be 
instructed how to make your request for a room. 
and will be assigned a room. A student who is 
on campus during the room selection process 
can choose a room for herself and her room-
mate who is not on campus, on the basis of the 
number she draws. 
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In February, your parent or guardian is sent a 
bill for $250. Payment ofthis fee tells the dean 
of students of your intent to return, and insures 
you a room. If your fee has not been paid by 
April 1, you may not participate in room 
selection. If you want to request an extension 
for payment of the $250, contact Miss FerguSOn 
(upper level, Moody). 
Changing rooms or roommates for sophomores, 
juniors, and seniors may be requested during 
the latter part of the first semester . The dead, 
line for these requests is December 1 . If you 
lose a roommate during the year (because of 
Hollins Abroad, a transfer, withdrawal, or any 
other reason), you will receive a request to fill 
the vacancy in your room or apartment . Every 
effort will be made to reach a satisfying deci-
sion in such a situation. If you have any ques-
tions about housing policy , see your head 
resident or Miss Ferguson. 
Housing options include 28 apartments, six 
dormitories, and three houses . The apartments 
primarily house seniors. Juniors may live in 
the apartments with seniors , and with other 
juniors when space permits . All senior apart-
ments have first priority in apartment selection. 
The housing option is not open to sophomores Ot" 
freshmen. The French House operates under 
auspices of the French department . Application 
to live in this house must be approved by that 
department in conjunction with Miss Ferguson. 
Non-parietal housing is available upon 
application to Miss Ferguson prior to spring 
room selection. QUiet Hall is the third floor of 
Tinker Dorm, the A-wing. Reasonable quiet 
around the clock is expected on quiet hall. You 
can sign up to live on quiet hall during room 
selection in the spring or during the summer 
months by sending a letter to Miss Ferguson. 
Off-campus living is an option open to 35 student~ 
with priority going to seniors. If you wish to 
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exercise this option, your parent or guardian 
must write to the dean of students. Living in 
the college apartments is not considered off-
campus living. 
You need keys to get into your residence after 
the 6:00 p. m. lock-up. You can get your keys 
(one dorm key and one room key) from the 
buildings office (Botetourt Hall). You are re -
quired to pay a $1 deposit for your room key; 
your dorm key is registered and issued free. 
All keys must be returned to the buildings office 
by the close of the school year. At that time, 
you will receive your $1 deposit. If you do not 
return your keys, you will be charged $10. 
Your $1 refund cannot be mailed home. 
You may elect linen service, which is not in-
cluded in your comprehensive fee, but can be 
charged to your account. For $50 per year, 
you receive clean sheets and pillowcases each 
week. 
The student government association sets forth 
the following regulations concerning student 
residences: all dorms and houses are locked by 
Security at 6:00 p.m.; each dorm and house, by 
a two-thirds vote of its members, establishes 
its own vis itation rules and hours. within maxi-
mum hours. which are Monday through 
Thursday. 6:00 p. m. -1 :00 a. m. and Friday 
through Sunday. noon - l:00 a.m. Each apartment 
is an autonom ous unit allowed to make its own 
rules according to Virginia state laws and 
college housing regulations; any male visiting 
the residences must be escorted at all times by 
a Hollins hostess. 
Security of the residence. You are asked to 
participate in arrival registration each time you 
return from a school break (summer. Christmas. 
short term). This lets your head resident or 
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resident assistant know that you have arrived a.t 
school safely. If you haven't registered by 
midnight of the expected arrival date, register 
in the student activities office the next day by 
noon (third floor, Moody Center). If you don't 
plan to arrive on the scheduled date, call the 
switchboard (362-6000) or your head resident. 
If you have not arrived by the expected time or 
by the time that you have given the switchboarq 
or your head resident, your parents will be 
notified. 
Security violations in the residence halls are 
serious offences since they jeopardize your 
own safety and the safety of your fellow residetlts. 
The maximum penalty for any security violation 
is the loss of your privilege to live in college 
housing for the remainder of the term. In sucb 
cases, there is no refund for your room. 
Security violations include propping open a door 
to any apartment, dorm, or house; giving a key 
to any college residence to anyone other than a 
Hollins student; and letting an assigned room be 
used by a non-Hollins student or students 
(male or female) while the occupant of the room 
is out of the dorm, house, or apartment. 
Security violations are handled by the Dorm 
Life Committee. 
People to contact when you have questions about 
housing at Hollins are the dean of students, her 
assistant, a head resident, a resident assistant, 
or your dorm president. 
SGA urges you to leave information with 
someone concerning your whereabouts when 
you leave campus. 
RINGS 
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If you wish to have a class ring, you can order 
one during the first semester of your sophomore 
year. Your class president knows the exact 
date. Your ring will arrive during the first 
semester of your junior year. Many juniors 
receive their rings on Ring Night (see 
TRADITIONS); if you do not wish to participate 
in Ring Night, you should notify your class 
president so that you will not be assigned a 
ring sister. If you do not order your ring 
during the first semester of your sophomore 
year, but do want to have one, you can call 
Henebry's Jewelers or you can contact your 
c lass pres idellt. Transfers, abroaders, 
students on leave and others not on campus 
during the first semester of their junior year 
will receive their rings second semester. 
Contact one of your class officers if you have 
questions about rings. 
General safety and the college insurance policy 
do not permit smoking in the halls or corridors 
or on beds. Regulation ashtrays are available 
in the books hop and wastecans for ashes are on 
every hall in every student residence. 
"On October 3, 1972, the college legislature 
moved that smoking be banned in all classrooms 
on campus, including instructional laboratories, 
except for designated smoking areas during 
exams; and in all college legislature and commit-
tee meetings. Recently, the student senate sent 
copies of the October 1972 legislation to all 
faculty members. The senate requested that 
the 1972 action be communicated to their stu-
dents." (Reprinted from the Hollins Columns, 
December 5, 1975.) 
It is illegal for anyone to sell or solicit in 
Roanoke County unless registered with the 
county sheriff. Selling or soliciting on the 
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Hollins campus is not permitted unless you 
obtain special permission from the treasurer 
(basement, administration building). The 
treasurer gives permission only to Hollins 
organizations for specific occasions. If 
someone comes to your door, inform him of 
this fact and ask him to leave. If he does not, 
call Security, 6419. 
Storage during the summer months is available 
to students. You are responsible for packing. 
closing, taping, and tagging your belongings. 
If you do not take care of these responsibilitiel:;. 
you will receive a fine. The articles you leave 
for storage are acceptable if they are packed in 
regulation boxes; these are available in the book-
shop for SO¢ each (lower level, Moody Center). 
You may leave the following items in your room 
during the summer without charge: items packet} 
in regulation boxes; footlockers; hand luggage; 
and skis. Clothing may be cleaned and stored in 
the laundromat for a fee. All other items (fur-
niture' articles that will not fit in regulation 
boxes) should be stored in the gym, except bi-
cycles, which should be stored in the Randolph 
Hall trunk room. Storage in the gym requires 
a $3 fee in cash; this pays for all the items you 
store in this space. Bike storage is free . .De-
tails about packing, shipping, and storing are 
furnished by the office of the dean of students 
in the spring. 
Storage of trunks and luggage is available during 
the school year in trunk rooms in each student 
res idence. Fire regulations prevent the storage 
of cardboard boxes. The college does not assume 
liability for items lost in storage or otherwise. 
(See LIABILITY.) 
You may sunbathe on the hill between the faculty 
houses and Tinker I-J ouse: this is "Tinker Beach. " 
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Sunbathing on fire escapes and roofs is strictly 
prohibited; it violates building codes and is 
dangerous. 
Each student residence has a telephone on each 
hall, floor, or wing. Each apartment has its 
own telephone. These telephones are part of 
the college centrex system. If you wish to call 
another phone on the system (another "campus" 
phone) you only need to dial the last four digits 
of the telephone number. If you dial "0" you 
will reach the college switchboard. If you want 
to reach an outside number, dial "8" on a dorm 
phone, and wait for a dial tone before you dial 
the number you want to call. TI1e telephones in 
the dorms are not equipped for long-distance 
dialing. You cannot call out on these phones 
long-distance nor may you accept collect calls 
on them. If you wish to make a long distance 
call, you can use one of the pay telephones or 
use a private phone. Pay phones are in each 
dormitory and in the post office. If you want 
to have a private phone installed in your room, 
complete one of the applications available at 
the switchboard (Botetourt Hall). 
Virginia state law prohibits the defrauding of 
or any attempt to defraud the telephone company 
of its lawful charges. It is easy for the telephone 
company to detect cases of fraud because of 
sophisticated equipment and procedures. If you 
commit such an offense, you could be required 
to pay heavy fines (up to $1000) and/or serve a 
jail sentence (up to 10 years) in addition to pay -
ing restitution for the total cost of the fraud. 
If you receive an annoying or anonymous phone 
call, first, hang up; second, notify the dean of 
students (third floor, Moody Center). 
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Bikes. Register your bike with Security; exper~ 
ience shows that bikes that are lost or stolen 
are more easily found when they are registereq. 
This service is free. Bike racks are on the 
porch of Main, in front of West and East, and 
in other key campus locations. When you are 
a way from school (during a vacation, for in-
stance), you should lock your bike in your room.. 
The College car. If you need a car for a 
legitimate reason o.ike seeing a doctor in 
Roanoke), call Mrs. Dungan in the treasurer's 
office to rent a college car (12¢ per mile). 
It is a good idea to reserve a car well in 
advance; they are usually in demand. 
Private cars . If you keep a car at Hollins, you 
must register it with Security. When you 
register your car, you must present proof of 
adequate insurance and liability. It costs $25 
per year for resident students to register their 
cars; $15 per year for graduate and under-
graduate day students; $5 for short term only; 
and 50¢ for overnight. You can register cars 
at Registration and then Monday through 
Friday between 4:00 and 6:00 p. m. in the 
Security Office (Botetourt Hall). 
If you plan to withdraw from school, you should 
inform the registrar, the associate dean for 
student academic affairs (both in the administra-
tion building) or the dean of students (third 
floor, Moody Center). A student who decides 
to withdraw from the college must submit a 
written statement from her parents or guardian. 
In cases of withdrawal for medical reasons, a 
full report from the attending physiCian must be 
sent to the college before an application for 
readm iss ion is considered. A personal intervie\1 
may be required also. 
FINDING YOUR WAY 
If your registration fee is not paid by the 
due date (April 1) and you have not requested 
an extension, you are considered withdrawn. 
If this happens, and you pay the registration 
fee after the due date, you will be readmitted 
if space permits. See LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
and ROOM SELECTION. 
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Academics 
This section provides 
another kind of informa-
tion. Here you can find 
out about advising, attend 
ing classes , auditing a 
course, finding a book in 
the library, and other 
things that concern you 
and your course work. 
It is important for you 
to know what is expected 
of you at Hollins, and 
where you can go when 
you have questions about 
your academic program. 
Once you have read this 
section, you will be on 
your way. 
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In addition to this section, there are two pub-
lications at Hollins that deal exclusively with 
academic information; they are the academic 
catalog and the academic guidebook. Be sure to 
consult both publications for complete inform a -
tion. The catalog is available in the registrar's 
office (first floor, administration building); 
copies of the guidebook are available in the lib-
rary, from the vice president of SGA for 
academic affairs, and from your resident assis -
tant. 
ACADEMIC MARSHALS The president, with recommendations from 
SGA coordinating council, chooses academic 
marshals each year. This honorary pos ition is 
awarded on the basis of academic achievement 
and character. Marshals serve as ushers at 
convocation, commencement, Founder's Day, 
and other special events. 
ADVISING Academic adviSing is carried out by members of 
the faculty and administration. New students 
are assigned by the associate dean for student 
academic affairs to selected faculty members 
and administrators who serve as advisers dur-
ing the freshman and sophomore years, or until 
the student selects a major. During this period 
a student may change advisers if she prefers 
such a change. When she chooses a major. the 
chairman of the department in which she majors 
will assign her an adviser in the department. 
Faculty advising is important to all students at 
Hollins. It is within this relationship that a 
student can plan academic curricula that will 
challenge her and prepare her for the years 
following graduation. Sometimes students 
find themselves with advisers who do not meet 
their needs. For this reason. changing advisers 
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is an easy process. Go to Dean Holmes to re-
quest a change in advisers; a small amount of 
paperwork is involved, and then the change is 
made. Be sure to speak to the adviser you 
wish to have before you see Dean Holmes. 
Students are expected to meet promptly at the 
designated class time. If your instructor is 
late, you are expected to wait at least 20 min-
utes past the scheduled class time. 
Students have full responsibility for making up 
work missed due to absence. Students may take 
absences for personal illness - -written confirma ~ 
tion must come from the infirmary or the attend-
ing physician - -however, appointments with 
dentists or doctors for general physical exam-
inations are not acceptable excuses. Students 
may also take absences when there is a serious 
illness or death in the family; for college busi-
ness; or field trips. When you take an absence 
for one of these reasons, you should see Dean 
Holmes and your instructor, in advance when 
possible. If you take an absence from class 
that is not excused, your instructor is under no 
obligation to help you in making up your work. 
If you are absent from class for more than three 
weeks, you may not re -enter without the perm is, 
sion of Dean Holmes. 
If you are absent because you have been suspended, 
your absences are considered unexcused. No 
work that you miss as a result of suspension may 
be made up. Courses that you drop or fail to 
complete as a result of suspension are recorded 
on your record without grade penalty. 
If you want to attend a c lass as an auditor, you 
need to get perm iss ion from the instructor. 
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A course that you audit will be noted on your 
transcript if you register for it during the first 
two weeks of the term, and if the instructor 
notifies the registrar at the end of the term that 
you continued to audit the course. 
Students are expected to spend, on the average, 
two hours of preparation per week for each 
hour of course credit ( a four -credit course 
requires eight hours of preparation per week). 
The exception is a laboratory course: a four-
credit lab requires six hours of preparation 
per week. 
No work for a course (including term papers, 
independent studies, and seminars) shall be 
submitted later than the end of the last class 
on the last teaching day of a term. Faculty 
may not give permission for students to finish 
their work at any later time. Exceptions to 
this rule may be made only by Dean Holmes. 
Consult the academic catalog. 
It is expected that by the end of each course 
one of the following means of evaluation will 
be used: a final exam lasting no longer than 
three hours that may count up to 60 percent 
of the term grade; a major term paper or final 
report; a take -out examination given by the in-
structor; or an examination taken under the in-
dependent examination system. 
Consult the academic guidebook for a more 
com plete explanation of the independent exam i -
nation system and your rights and responsibil-
ities concerning it. 
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In general, faculty responsibilities to students 
are: excellent teaching; being present during 
reading days and examination days for as long as 
cOllege duties require (this includes observing 
office hOurs); reporting to the dean of the college 
and department chairman when it is necessary 
to miss a class, and making arrangements to 
carryon classwork; submitting two copies 
of an outline for each course taught- including 
a reading list- to the dean at the beginning of 
each semester; and leaving two copies of each 
final examination in the dean's office, one copy 
to be filed in that office and one to be left in 
the library where students may have access to 
it (this with the faculty member's permission) 
for two years after filing. 
For more extensive information, consult the 
academic guidebook. 
At Hollins, students' coursework is evaluated 
on the A-B-C-D-F system, although you may 
take a certain number of courses on a pass-
fail basis. Short term projects are graded 
with a P (pass), an F (fail) or a PD (pass with 
distinction). 
Each faculty member at Hollins sets standards 
for evaluation; some list their criteria on the 
syllabus, some explain them in class. It is 
important for you to know mat the emphasis 
will be on in each of your classes when deter-
mining a grade for your work, whether the 
standards for evaluation are number grades, 
a percentage or average taken from papers 
and examinations, class participation, class 
attendance, course preparation, or any combi-
GRIEVANCES 
ACADEMICS 
nation of elements. Some general guidelines for 
grades are: 
"A" work- -outstanding, superior 
"B" work--very good, above average 
"C" work- -average, satisfactory 
"D" work--below average, unsatisfactory 
"F" work- -failing, no credit is given for 
the course (the course and your grade 
are recorded on your record, however) 
For more information about grades, consult 
the academic catalog, your adviser, or your 
professors. 
At some pOint you may feel as if you have been 
treated unfairly academically. Some examples: 
you may have been given an exam that was not 
in accordance with legislation governing exams 
(see EXAMINATIONS); a professor may have 
changed the requirements for a course unreason-
ably (too late in the course); a professor may 
repeatedly be out during his stated office hours; 
or you may receive a grade you think unfair. 
The college legislature created the committee 
for redress of academic grievances for settling 
such problems. You are always encouraged to 
resolve the matter by other means before going 
to the committee. First try to discuss it with 
the instructor; if you do not feel that is possible, 
you might speak with your faculty adviser, the 
appropriate department chairman, or your R. A. 
If you are not able to solve the problem by one 
of these methods, bring the matter to the com-
mittee. 
See the appendix for names of students on this 
and other committees of the college legislature. 
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The honor and community trust system is based 
on the belief in the integrity of students and is 
an expression of trust in their willingness to up-
hold the ideals of the college. You place your-
self under the honor and community trust system 
when you accept your place at Hollins. 
This system affects you in every aspect oj your 
life at Hollins - -it is not only an academic issue. 
Be sure to see the appendix of this book: it con-
tains the SGA constitution - -article IV deals 
with the honor court--and the honor pledge by 
which you agree to conduct yourself at Hollins. 
The honor system affects your life in the dorm, 
your relationships with your professors, the 
security of your residence, and your academic 
program. Make sure that you understand the 
system, and if you questions about it, ask 
your representative to honor court, your dorm 
president, your adViser, the instructor of a 
course in which you have a specific question 
(about plagiarism, for example), or your R.A. 
Academic integrity. The basic principles inher-
ent in academic honesty and integrity are that 
each student's work will be her own; that each 
student will give appropriate acknowledgement of 
the work of others when incorporating that work 
into her own; that no student will submit the 
work done for one course to the instructors of 
other courses without the approval of all instruc-
tors involved; and that no student will infringe 
upon the rights of others to have fair and equal 
access to library resources. 
Plagiarism. The honor court has found that 
plagiarism is the most frequent violation of 
academic honesty, primarily because students 
do not know what plagiarism is, or how far it 
extends. It is dangerous to have a limited under-
standing of plagiarism, because when you Violate 
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the honor code, ignorance is not an acceptable 
excuse. It is a good idea to be educated: to 
plagiarize is "to present as one's own an idea 
or product derived from an existing source. " 
(Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary.) 
Plagiarism is regarded as literary theft and 
academic dishonesty. These general rules 
can help you avoid plagiarizing: quotations must 
be clearly marked, and sources of information, 
ideas, or opinions not the student's own must 
be clearly indicated on all written work, inc Iud -
ing examinations (this applies to paraphrased 
ideas as well as direct quotations); a student 
working in a laboratory is expected to make all 
necessary measurements, drawings, etc. inde-
pendently from her own observations of the ma-
terial provided; and collaboration in preparation 
of written work may take place only to the extent 
approved by the instructor (this also applies to 
prepared examinations). Specific questions regard-
ing your work should be directed to your instruc-
tors and the tutors in the Writing Center. 
Fishburn Library. This library is open 
Monday-Thursday, 8:00 a. m. -11 :00 p. m. 
Friday, 8:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m. 
Saturday, 8:30 a.m. -6:00 p.m. 
Sunday, 10:00 a. m. -11 :00 p. m. 
During school breaks, the hours are 8:30 a. m. 
to 5 :00 p. m., Monday through Friday; the library 
is closed on the weekends dUring vacations. 
You may be required to present your ID card 
when you check out books. Most books are 
loaned for the entire semester and should be 
returned on the last day of classes in December, 
January, and May. If you have a book that some-
one else needs, your book may be recalled. 
Taking books from the library without checking 
them out is considered stealing, and is therefore 
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an honor offense. You are fined 5¢ per day, 
per book for overdue books. 
Reference books, unbound periodicals, college 
catalogs, records, and films must be used in 
the library; they may not be checked out. 
Certain books reserved for specific classes ar~ 
kept behind the circulation desk; you must ask 
for these. You can take one of these books out 
for two hour periods during the day, or you mqy 
check one out overnight after 9:30 p. m. If 
you check out a book that is on reserve after 
9:30 p. m., you must return it within one hour 
of the opening time the next day; the overdue 
fine is 50¢ per hour. 
In addition to the books and journals, Fishburn 
Library has collections of recorded music, plays, 
and poetry readings, as well as cassette playets, 
recorders, a slide projector, a portable phono-
graph, and 8 and 16 mm film projectors. The 
equipment is intended primarily for classroom 
or curriculum -related use, but may, with per-
mission, be borrowed for other purposes. 
The McVitty Room is worth a visit. The walls 
are lined with handsome editions of standard 
works as well as first and autographed editions 
of many authors, some v.ell-known, some obscure. 
You can browse through the volumes and share 
in Harry Truman's greetings to the college, 
delight in the illustrations of Thomas Hart Benton, 
Kate Greenaway, Arthur Rackham, and Howard 
Pyle, or marvel at the scholarly productivity of 
the Hollins faculty. 
Shir ley Henn is the reference librar ian; she 
will help you locate materials and obtain books 
through the inter -library loan system. Seniors 
who want their own study carrels should see 
Miss Herm. 
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You must return all library books and pay all 
fines before you can receive your 
grades or have any credits transferred. 
Other libraries at Hollins include the art slide 
library, in the art annex behind the Little 
Theatre, where you can view and study art slides. 
The Rath Center is the music listening library 
in Presser Hall. This library has recordings 
and books for students of music and for you to 
listen to and browse through in your leisure time. 
None of the books, records, or tapes may be re-
moved from the Rath Center. The science librar-
ies--biology, chemistry, physics, and astro-
nomy - -are in Dana Science Building on the sec-
0nd floor. They are open night and day and are 
good places to study even if you don't take courses 
in Dana. 
In order for a student to take more than 18 
credits a term, she must submit a request for 
permission to take an overload to the associate 
dean for student academic affairs. 
If you want help in studying for exams and tests, 
preparing your' class assignments more efficient-
ly, taking better notes, budgeting your time, 
or other study skills, Penny McElroy (Tinker 
head resident apartment, 6678) may be able to 
help you. She can work with you on an individual 
basis or within one of the seminars she offers 
during the year. 
The writing center helps students improve their 
writing skills. The center, on the first floor of 
Main Building, is under the direction of Rebecca 
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Faery and the Writing Group, a faculty commit-
tee of the board for academic policy. 
The writing center assists students in evaluating 
their writing skills and identifying particular 
writing problems. The center offers programs 
for improvement, including individual and group 
instruction in basic skills, supervised self-help 
courses, and workshops designed to increase 
competence in specific areas. Assistance is 
available in arranging for independent study in 
expository writing and in selecting short term 
projects which involve essay writing and tutorial 
conferences. The center also maintains a list 
of student tutors, and will assist students in 
obtaining the services of a tutor. A collection 
of resource materials is available for students I 
use in the center. 
The writing center is eager to help you increase 
your confidence in your writing ability, and in-
vites you to come in and discuss your individual 
writing problems and needs. 
1 
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Community Involvement 
Sometimes the possibili-
ties for involvement at 
Hollins seem endless. 
Here is a catalog of clubs 
and organizations, and 
other groups that can use 
your talents and energy. 
You'll also find informa-
tion about governance at 
Hollins in this section: 
community government 
and student government. 
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Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Tic Tobias, 
Charlotte Fox 
To promote school 
spirit, publicize 
events 
Elected by current 
members 
Skits, songs, announce-
ments in the dining hall; 
cheering at games; re-
Heving pre -exam panic 
Debbie Lloyd 
To stimulate and 
channel interest in 
art at Hollins 
Any interested student 
may become a member; 
fellows are elected 
by standing fellows 
Les lie Blankin 
To promote sports-
manship, spirit, and 
dedication to athletics 
Two kinds of members: 
all students are mem-
bers of AA; Monogram 
Club admits members 
on basis of participa-
tion in varsity sports 
Intramurals, publicity 
for athletic events, 
promoting support of 
teams, channelling 
interest in sports 
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Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Jane Clay Park 
To plan, organize 
and sponsor social 
events at Hollins 
Representatives 
from each class 
elected in the 
spring (freshmen 
elect theirs in the fall) 
Fall Weekend, Christ-
mas Bazaar, selling 
birthday cakes, Cotil-
lion weekend, various 
parties and dances 
Gigi Rawles 
To insure compliance 
with dormitory regu-
lations and cam pus 
rules, and to act as 
a court in situations 
that cannot be handled 
by individual dorm 
life committees 
Presidents of each 
dorm, house, and the 
apartments; the chair-
man elected by the 
student body 
See the appendix for the SGA constitution, 
which explains more fully the duties of this 
committee and the procedures by which it acts. 
Contact: editor 
Cargoes is the Hollins literary publication; 
submit poems, stories, prose, and photographs 
to the editor or to the English department 
secretary (Bradley Hall) by the published dead-
line. 
CHAPEL CHOIR 
COORDINA TING 
COUNCIL 
COLLEGE 
LEGISLA TURE 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Kathy ]ohness 
To learn sacred and 
secular music for 
participation in chapel 
services, concerts, 
and special occasions 
Members are chosen 
by the choir director 
after auditions at the 
beginning of each term 
Singing at services 
and concerts ; traveling 
to other cities to per-
form; working with a 
male chorus for a 
joint concert; various 
social events; regular, 
mandatory rehearsals 
Susan Coudriet 
To perform the exec-
utive duties of the 
Student Government 
Association 
Heads of certain organ -
izations (see the 
appendix for a com plete 
list) 
The college legislature is composed of student, 
faculty, staff, administrative, and alumnae repre-
sentatives. This body is the legislative arm 
of the community government. Its principle re-
sponsibility is to formulate and implement aca-
demic pOlicy. While subject to the board of 
trustees, the legislature prescribes requirements 
for admission, courses of study, conditions for 
graduation, and procedures for conduct of aca-
demic work. To learn which students serve as 
representatives to the legislature, and to find 
out more about its structure and committees, 
see the SGA constitution. 
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Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
Rhoda Patrick 
To incorporate 
black culture and 
history into the 
Hollins community 
Any interested 
student may become 
a member 
Planning and organ-
izing Black Culture 
weekend which in-
cludes lectures, art 
shows, recitals, 
programs, and social 
events; other events 
designed to raise 
money for Black Cul-
ture weekend, such 
as bake sales and 
dances 
Pat Thomson 
To broaden the drama 
program by the presen-
tation of several plays 
each year 
Any student who demon-
strates a genuine inter-
est in theatre at Hollins 
is eligible to become 
a member 
Theatre productions 
and workshops 
Freya is a group of Hollins students who remain 
anonymous. The anonymity of the members is 
designed to promote an image of unity and to 
G 
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avoid identification of the group with a particular 
personality or interest. The group functions as 
a mediary body among faculty, administrators, 
and students; as a group to fill in gaps left by 
other organizations; and as a body responsive 
to the needs of the entire college community. 
If you wish to contact the members of Freya, 
you can go through the dean of students, her 
assistant, or the chaplain. 
Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities : 
Lisa Donnelly 
To coordinate a pro-
gram of speakers 
and entertainment for 
the community, and 
to allocate funds 
for such programs 
as well as for speak-
ers that are brought 
to Hollins by other 
organizations or 
departments 
A standing com-
mittee of the legis-
1ature with 
student, faculty, 
and staff members; 
the chairman appoints 
the members - -she is 
a student elected in 
the spring 
Lectures, programs, 
poetry readings, films, 
concerts 
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Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
Cathy Hankla 
To set up programs of 
literary interest to 
the community 
Any interested student 
is eligible to become 
a member; fellows are 
elected by the standing 
fellows 
Readings. teas 
Contact: Lissa Mahlum 
The Hollins Columns is the student newspaper. 
published weekly. If you want to work on the 
paper you can submit an application to the 
editor. The office is on the third floor of the 
Moody Center, extension 6400. 
There are several honorary organizations at 
Hollins which support and recognize special in -
terest and achievement in specific areas. 
Phi Alpha Theta (history), Phi Beta Kappa (high 
scholastic achievement in all disciplines), Pi 
Delta Phi (French literature and language), 
Psi Chi (psychology), and Sigma Xi (natural 
sciences) have chapters at Hollins. To find out 
more about these societies, ask the chairman 
of the appropriate department. 
Contact: Carrie 0' Brien 
Honor court is a student court that tries cases of 
lying. stealing, and cheating; this group also 
seeks to educate the community about the honor 
and community trust system. The chairman is 
elected by the student body; each class elects 
two representatives to the court. 
I 
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ASSOCIA TION 
M 
MUSIC 
ASSOCIA TION 
Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Terri Hornish 
To create a better 
understanding of the 
United Nations and 
world affairs 
Interested students 
are eligible 
Model United 
Nations, Hollins 
Model Security 
Council, partici-
pation in similar 
conferences at 
other schools 
Cindy Furrow 
To organize, pub-
licize, and promote 
m us ic events at 
Hollins and in Roanoke 
Music majors, 
applied music 
students, and choir 
members belong 
to the association; 
other students are 
welcome 
Reci tals, receptions 
for visiting artists, 
publicity and trans-
portation for music 
events in Roanoke 
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Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
Contact: 
Connie Weary 
To bring dance and 
the life of movement 
to Hollins 
Apprentices are 
accepted after audi-
tions 
Two major dance 
productions each year 
Cilla Whiteman 
The outdoor program provides opportunities 
for students to try canoeing. camping. biking. 
rafting. cross-country and downhill skiing. 
hiking. rock climbing. and other outdoor acti-
vities. Watch for publicity about these trips. 
or contact CilIa. Whiteman in the Student Acti-
vities Office (third floor. Moody Center). 
Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
Kristen Keener 
To provide activities 
and opportunities 
that can nurture 
spiritual growth and 
service 
All Hollins students 
are members of R LA; 
if you want to become 
actively involved. con-
tact an officer or your 
R LA dorm represen-
tative 
Worship. funds. ser-
vice. and study (see 
RELIGIOUS LIFE) 
RIDING CLUB 
s 
STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT 
ASSOCIA TlON 
T 
TRAIT 
D'UNlON 
Contact: 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
Activities: 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Anne Lindblad 
To promote 
horsemanship and 
sportsmanship, 
and to educate 
students about 
the care of horses 
All riding students 
Horse shows, riding 
clinics, fox hunting, 
special lectures and 
films 
Contact: Susan Coudriet 
All Hollins students are members of SGA. 
If you want to become actively involved in the 
association, nominate yourself for a job on the 
self-nomination form that is in y~ur room at 
the opening of school, or contact an SGA 
officer. See the appendix for lists of SGA 
and club officers. 
Contact: Margaret Grill 
Purpose: 
Membership: 
To stimulate interest 
in French language 
nn.d culture 
Interested students 
of French 
Activities: Lectures and films 
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Resources and Services 
Here is a different sort 
of campus map: this sec-
tion is des igned to ac -
quaint you with the people 
who serve your college. 
You will find the names 
and faces of your pro-
fessors as well as those 
that go with the various 
offices you'll likely visit 
during your years at 
Hollins. People are 
lmportant at Hollins, and 
here are some. 
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F 
FACULTY 
JDHNW. ATWELL 
A8scx:Late Professor 
History 
MARJORiE T. BERKLEY 
A880C late Professor 
Physical EducatJon 
MARClA LANDIS BRYANT 
lnstrucwr 
Physical Education 
ROBERT B. CRAWFORD 
1.ecture.r 
Art 
JOHN A. ALLEN 
Professor 
English 
ANN M. ARGABRIGHT 
Lecrurer 
Music 
MARY ELLEN ATKINS 
Lecturer 
Theatre Arts 
'I1,OMAS ATKINS 
Associate Professor 
Theatre Arts 
MARY WELEK ATWELL ROSS S. BARRETT ALVORD M. BEAROSLEE LAWRENCE C. BECKER 
Associate Professor 
I-Jlstory 
Instructor 
Psychology 
AssOCiate Professor 
RelJglon 
Professor 
Philosophy 
SANDRA BOA Th1AN 
Associate Professor 
Chemistry 
JACQUES P. B05StllRB 
AlSoclate Professor 
French 
ROBERT M. BOURDEAUX KAY R. BROSCIIART 
ASSOCiate Protcuor 
Education 
A LICE L. BU LL 
Assocl.ate Professor 
MICHAELJ. CALDWELL ANNEM. CASE 
AS9h'tnnt ProCessor ASSOCiate Professor 
Biology * Mu.tc English 
H. LAMAR CROSBY jR. JOHN M. CUNNINGHAM 
Proteuor A •• «late Protenor 
Philosophy EngHeh 
NANCY DAHLSTROM 
Assistan[ Professor 
Art 
AssistAnt Professor 
Sociology 
CLAUDE CAUJOLLE 
Associate Professor 
French and LlngulStlcs 
MARlllTTE DAVISGIVOISET 
Aaslstant Professor 
Prt~nch 
* tor Guy !k.trkholdE.'r. director' of riding. aee end or list. 83 
JOHN H. DIERCKS 
Protessor 
MUSic 
.. 
\-.,.-_. 
RANDA LL K. FLORY 
A88ocl.ale Professor 
Psychology 
MILTON L. GRANGER 
AssOCiate Prof eSlor 
MUSiC 
JUDITH A. KLIPPEL 
AulJ1t • .n[ Protes.or 
Psychology 
THELMA DIERCKS 
Lecturer 
Music 
BETTLE L. FORTE 
Professor 
Classical Studies 
FA/Tli fIARRIET GRAY 
AS80clate Professor 
Biology 
LAURA ANNB LAIDLAW 
Prote8'or 
C1aulcat Srudles 
R.H.W. DILLARD 
Professor 
EnglLsh 
ALLIE M. FRA ZIER 
Protessor 
Philosophy and Religion 
BEA TRICE E. GUSHEB 
Assoclare Professor 
Chernlsrry 
JAMBS LELAND 
Associate Profeasor 
Music 
THOMAS I£E EDWARDS HELENE FEYDY 
Associate Professor Director 
Economics Hollins Abroad~Paris 
HARUKI FUJIMOTO SALLY S. GARBER 
Associate Professor Assistant Protessor 
Dance Mathematics 
ROGBR H. HACKMAN MARY D. HOUSKA 
Assistant Professor Associate ProfesBor 
Physics Economics 
PAULA LBVINB TI1EODORE E. LONG 
As.ociate Professor Allelatant Professor 
Dance Sociology 
DAVID L. LONGFELLOW OOCAR J. McCULLOUGH KAnIT KmKWOOD McCUNE WESLEY M. McCUNE LOUIS MAX 
lMtructor Asaoolate Profes8or Lecturer Lecturer Assistant Professor 
Htltory Music MusiC Music Soc1al Work 
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JOHN R. MOORE 
Professor 
English 
FRANK P. O'BRlliN 
Associate Professor 
EngUsh 
JONG OH RA 
Associate Professor 
Polltlcal Science 
CHARLES MORLANG JR. HENRY T. NASH 
AssOCiate Professor 
Biology 
Professor 
Political Science 
BEVERLEY OOTERHOUDT JOHN L. PH END 
Instructor 
Commercial Science 
WAYNE G. REILLY 
ASSOCiate Professor 
Polttlcai Science 
Instructor 
Thea tre Arts 
nlER ESIA REIM ERS 
ASfioclate Professor 
German 
FRANCES j. NlliDERER WILLIAM P. NYE 
Professor 
Art 
ARTHUR POOKOCIL 
AsSOCiate Professor 
Sociology 
AsSOCiate Professor 
Sociology 
CAROL RA 
Lecturer 
Education 
WILLIAM W. RIITER JR. WILLIAM JAY SMITH 
Associate ProfeSBor 
Spanish 
Professor 
EngUsh 
RALPH G. STEINHARDT JR. PATRICIA M. THOMAS CLAUDE C. THOMPSON LEWIS O. THOMPSON CAROLYN F. VlCTORINB' 
Professor 
Chemlstty 
LANETTA T. WARE 
Anoclate Proteasor 
Physical Education 
Lecturer 
Art 
RONAlD L. WEBSTER 
Prote •• or 
Pllychology 
Associate Profesflor 
Mathematics 
DAVID G. WEINMAN 
"' .. oclate Profcsllor 
StatiStic. 
Protesllor Lecturer 
Art Music 
JOHN P. W~IBJlLER JR. WILLIAM G. WHITE 
ProfesSOr A.soclate Professor 
PoUtlea 1 Science Art 
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WILLIAM L. WHITWELL 
Associate Professor 
Art 
ALLEN WIER 
AssJstant Professor 
EngUsh 
JESSE ZE LDIN 
Professor 
English 
DARA WIER 
Assistant Professor 
English 
R . LOWELL WINE 
Professor 
Statlsttcs 
MARY-IlARBARA ZBLDIN GUY BURKHOLDER 
Professor 
Philosophy 
NOT PICTURED 
Director 
Riding 
CAREN L. DlBFENDERFER 
instructor 
RUTH fRAZIER 
DI{"ector " Lecturer 
Continuing Bducatlon 
HELEN E. KEE 
Ass lstant Professor 
Social Work MathemotlcB 
WILLIAM J. RVITTS 
AUOCiate Proteslor 
HiStory 
KATHLEEN FINNEY 
rnlltruclor 
ReUgioo 
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CLINTON II. GERHOLD 
Visiting Lecturer 
Economics 
CHARLES II. HOLLAND 
Assl1l4m Professor 
Psychology 
DA VlD W. HOLM ES 
I...t!cturer 
MUlic 
HELEN LOGAN 
Lecturer 
Mustc 
HUR LEY NICHOLSON 
AlIIIIlsta.nt 
Riding 
NANCY PETERSON 
AsslJta.nt Director 
Riding 
PAUL ) . WOODS 
Professor 
Psychology 
GEORGE SEYMOUR 
Lecturer 
Music 
ROBERTA A. STEWART 
Professor 
Chemistry 
Dean ot the College 
LESLIE V. WILLETT 
Lecturer 
Art 
A 
ADMINIS-
TRATION 
BOOKSHOP 
Ellen Pillow, m4n&f(er 
Moody Center 
PRESIDENT 
Carroll W. Brewster 
Adrnlnisrrarlon 1.lJlldlng 
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE TREASURER 
Roberta A. Stewart 
Administtalion Uulldl118 
W. Channing Howe 
AdministratiOn &lldlng 
DIRECTOR 
OF CEVELOPMENT 
George B. Moore 
Main DUI Ldl.n;:.g ___ ... 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS ACCOUNTING AND BUDGET ADMISSIONS ALUMNAE RELATIONS 
fAlvld Holmes. CONTROL Sandra Lovlnguth. director Frances Whi te, dlrector 
associate denn Mary Ragland , manager Main Building Maln BJlld lng 
Administration I)Jl1dlng Admi nistration IlJtldlng 
IlU I LDINGS BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS CAREER COUNSELING CHAPEL 
Mary )0 Whitman Willillm Traylor CENTER Kath leen Finney. chaplain 
supervisor, Botetourt Hall superintendent, Peggy-Ann NeumalUl duPont Chapel 
Botetourt lIall director. Rose Hili 
CONTINUING EDUCATION FINANCIAL AID POOD SERVICES ilEAL 111 SERVICES 
college physiCian 
Harry Yales 
Infirmary 
LlllRARV 
Ruth Frazier. director 
RathhaU8 
Mervin Lee, Bupervi..sor 
Malo &Jlldln~ 
Sue Ross . dlreclor 
Administration &..tlldlng 
dUPJlnl tho. pe 1 
Wllllolll Wrobel . dlroctor of 
food and lluxllLa ry services 
Moody Center 
PUGLIC INFORMATION 
Rlchat"d Kirkwood . IIbrarlon 
Pishburn Libra r y 
Gall Ralman~Hclms, dtreclor Unda Sleele, director 
Chllrles Ilolland fIotetourt Hall Botetourt Hall 
psychological counselor 
PIC4.!fllnta 1-1811 
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REGISTRATION SECRETARIAL SERVICES SECURITY SHORT TERM STUDENT LIFE 
Margaret Eldridge . registrar Berty laRonde 
Admlnlstratlon Building Administration 9JUdlng 
Ra lph Watts . chief 
Botetourt Ha 11 
Wllllam Evitts. administrator lleylJes Willey. dea n 
Pleasants Hall Moody Genter 
NOT PICTURED 
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTrvIT[ES 
Kathy Hlserodt. coordinator 
Ml')Ody Cenler 
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STUDENT LIFE 
Mary Jo Ferguson. Bsslstant 
to the dean of I9tuden[s 
Moody Center 
WRITING CENTER 
Rebecca Faery, d lrector 
Main Building 

Roanoke Valley 
Hollins is part of a larger 
community: the Roanoke 
Valley. There are many 
places where you can eat, 
be entertained, be enligh 
ened. Get to know your 
neighbors. 
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CAMPING, 
HIKING, AND 
CANOEING 
LANDMARKS 
AND HIS TOR ICA L 
SITES 
ROANOKE VALLEY 
Camping and hiking are possible near Hollins; 
the campus is close to the Appalachian Trail 
and you can drive to the Blue Ridge Parkway 
in minutes (don't camp on the parkway). Rivers 
- -the New, the Shenandoah, the James, the 
Potomac - -are available for canoeing; some are 
nearby, some are hours away. Good sources 
of information are CilIa Whiteman (head resident 
of West, director of the Hollins Outdoor Program), 
the parks service, and Appalachian Outfitters 
(Route 460 in Salem; drive south on 1-81 to the 
Dixie Caverns exit). Be sure to check with one 
of these sources when you plan your own expedi-
tions. CilIa plans and directs group excursions 
--canoeing, rafting, hiking, skiing, biking, etc.--
for Hollins students. 
Carvin's Cove is only 10 minutes away from 
Hollins and offers a scenic contrast to William-
son Road. You can rent boats, pitch tents, and 
enjoy picnics; swimming is not allowed (the 
cove furnishes our drinking water). 
Dixie Caverns is near Salem, and you can get 
there by driving south on 1-81 to the Dixie 
Caverns exit. See the devil's swimming pool 
and other natural wonders. There are camp-
grounds and picnic areas there. 
The Farmer's Market is off Jefferson Street 
in downtown Roanoke. You'll find a collage of 
fresh fruits and vegetables, oysters, plants, 
flowers, homemade jams on the market. It's 
a colorful and delicious experience. 
Lexington is the home of Lee Chapel, Stonewall 
Jackson House, Virginia Military Institute Museum, 
and the George C. Marshall Library. Several 
tours are available in this historical town, fea-
turing landmarks and restored buildings. 
Travel north on 1-81 to g-et there. 
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LANDMARKS 
(continued) 
MOVIES 
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Mabry Mill, 60 miles south on the Blue Ridge 
Parkway features old-time mountain industry. 
A water -powered mill and blacksmith shop are 
in operation, as is a restaurant that serves 
super breakfasts with apple butter and maple 
syrup made on the grounds. 
Mill Mountain, the mountain within the city and 
home of the huge star rising over the city of 
Roanoke, is also the site of the wildflower gar-
den and the children's zoo. It offers a wide 
view of the city and of nearby mountains. 
Natural Bridge, near Lexington, is one of the 
"seven natural wonders of the world. II There 
is an inn nearby with good food and an outdoor 
ice skating rink. 
Other places of note which are not in and around 
the valley but are within a day's drive include 
Old Town Alexandria, Colonial Williamsburg, 
Jamestown, Yorktown, Charlottesville and 
Monticello, New Market battlefield, and Rich-
mond, the state capital. For information and 
maps, check the student activities office (third 
floor, Moody Center). 
Here's a list of walk-in theatres in the area: 
Tanglewood Mall Cinema 989-6165 
Tanglewood Mall 
Terrace Theatre 
Crossroads Mall 
Towers Theatre 
Towers Mall 
Valley Cinema 
1700 Apperson Dr. 
Salem 
366-1677 
345-5519 
389-0444 
MUSIC AND 
DANCING 
RESTAURANTS 
ROANOKE VALLEY 
If you want to go dancing or just listen to live 
music, you can try one of these places: 
* Down the Hatch (patrick Henry Hotel) 
* G. D. Graffiti (Tanglewood Mall) 
King's Inn 
* Regency Room (Hotel Roanoke) 
Windsor Room (Hotel Roanoke) 
*Restaurants --call ahead to see when musicians 
are playing 
If you want more complete information about 
one of these restaurants, call them or check the 
student activities office - - where there are menus 
from many of the restaurants in the area 
(third floor, Moody Center). 
*cocktails 
+beer only 
*B. F. Goodribs, 2824 Franklin Rd. S. W. (342-
9482), specializes in prime rib and an appetizer 
bar. Open MondaY-Saturday, 5-10:30 p.m.; 
Sunday, 5-9:30 p.m. 
*Catawba Emporium, in Crossroads Mall (366-
8402), is a favorite with Hollins students because 
of its unique salad bar, reasonable prices, and 
casual atmosphere; omelettes and exotic varia-
tions on the hamburger are only a part of the 
extensive menu. 
*Charcoal Steak House, 5225 Williamson Rd. 
N .W. (366 -371 0), serves some of the best steaks 
in town, and sometimes you can hear Hollins' 
own Milton Granger on the piano. Open Monday-
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ROANOKE VALLEY 
RESTAURANTS 
(continued) 
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Friday, 11 a. m. -11 p. m.; Saturday, 4 p. m. -
11 p.m. 
\. 
*Coach & Four Restaurant, 5206 Williamson Rd, 
N. W. (362 -4220), features steaks, chicken, and 
seafood in a colonial atmosphere. Open Monday_ 
Friday, 11 a. m. -11 p. m.; Saturday, 4 p. m.-
11 p.m. 
+Ferro's, in the Lamplighter Mall, 5524 William -
son Rd. N. W. (563-9776), makes some of the best 
Sicilian pizza you can find outside New York Cit:)'. 
They also serve "regular" pizza, hot or cold 
subs, and other Italian dishes. 
*Fiji Islands, 627 Townside Rd. (343-2552), 
features Polynesian and Chinese cuisine, and 
exotic cocktails. Open Monday-Thursday, 11:30 
a.m. -10 p.m.; Friday and Saturday, 11:30 a.m._ 
11 p. m.; Sunday buffet, noon-3 p. m., dinner, 
4-10 p. m. 
*G.D. Graffiti, Tanglewood Mall (989-6685), 
"Purveyor of Fine Food, " has a restaurant, a 
lounge, and G.D. 's Back Room for dining and 
dancing. Open for lunch Monday-Saturday, and 
for dinner every night. 
+Harmony Cafe, on the market (982-9016), is 
Roanoke's natural foods restaurant. Open 
until 6 p. m. on weeknights, later on weekends. 
*]acob's Lantern, Marriott Inn, 900 Price's 
Fork Rd., Blacksburg (552-7001), features live 
music for you to listen or dance to, in addition 
to dinner and cocktails. 
*La Maison du Gourmet, 5348 Airport Rd. (366-
2444), "one of the south's most beautiful restau-
rants, " serves authentic French dishes and con-
tinental specialties - -outdoors, when the weather 
is nice - -and is one of the most elegant 
ROANOKE VALLEY 
restaurants in Roanoke. Be sure to make reser-
vations well in advance. Open Monday-Saturday, 
5 -11 P. m.; Sunday brunch, 11 a. m. -3 p. m., 
dinner, 5 -11 p.m. 
* Le Gourmet, Crossroads Mall (366 -3444), 
features French and American cuisine and live 
music. Reservations are a good idea. Open 
Monday-Saturday, 11 a. m. -11 p. m. 
*TI1e New Yorker Delicatessan and Resaturant, 
2802 Williamson Rd. N. W. (366-0935), is the 
favorite deli of Hollins students, featuring kosher 
style food. Open Tuesday-Sunday, 11 a. m. -
11 p.m. 
Papa D's Restaurant, 5435 Williamson Rd. N. W. 
(362-1855), serves subs, hot or cold, to go or 
to eat at the restaurant. Closed Sundays. 
·Peaks of Otter Lodge and Restaurant, on the 
Blue Ridge Parkway in Bedford (586-1081), not 
only serves excellent food but also has a view 
that is singular in its beauty. It is open for 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. 
*Peking Palace, 4414 Melrose Ave. (563-1296), 
features excellent Chinese cuisine, including 
Mandarin and Sze-chuan dishes. Open Monday-
TI1ursday, 11 :30 a. m. -10 p. m.; Friday-Sunday, 
noon-10:30 p. m. 
*Regency Room of Hotel Roanoke, 19 Jefferson 
St. (343 -6992), is a beautiful restaurant where 
you can dine in elegance and dance between 
courses. Proper dress (coat and tie for men) 
and reservations are musts at the Regency Room. 
Roanoke Wiennie Stand, 25 Campbell Ave. (342-
6932), serves the very best hot dogs in the 
valley. 
Texas Tavern. 114 Church Ave. (342-4825), "serves 
ROANOKE VALLEY 
RESTAURANTS 
(continued) 
ALL NIGHTERS 
FAST FOOD 
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10,000, ten at a time." It's famous for its hot 
dogs, hamburgers, and chili. Open all night. 
*That Seafood Place, Exit 41, I -81, in Salem 
(362 -4211), features seafood, a salad bar, live 
entertainment, and dancing. 
*Top of !he Catch, Spartan Square, Salem (387-
0414), serves gourmet dishes like Oysters Hamp-
ton, Lobster Thermidor, all kinds of fresh fish, 
shrimp in any style, and steaks. It also features 
a cocktail lounge and live entertainment. Open 
11 a.m. -2:30 p.m. and 5 p.m. -11 p.m. 
Traveltown Restaurant, on Route 11 south of 
Hollins in Cloverdale (992-2030), serves 
luncheon and dinner, but is best-known for the 
heartiest and most delicious breakfasts you'll 
find in the area. 
What do you do when it's 3 a. m. and you're study-
ing for an exam and you get an acute attack of the 
munchies? Here's a list of some of the olaces in 
Roanoke that stay up all night with you. ' 
Dunkin' Donuts (Franklin Rd. store only) 
Howard Johnson's (Troutville) 
Kroger's 
Little Chef Restaurant 
Sambo's 
Texas Tavern 
Waffle House 
When you leave the gates of Hollins, turn right 
and you're on Williamson Rd. --"the neon strip" 
and the world of fast food restaurants is at your 
disposal. On Williamson you can find: 
Arby's 
Burger King 
Dairy Queen 
Hardee's 
Kenney's 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Long John Silver's Seafood Shoppe 
SHOPPING 
SKIING 
McDonald's 
Pizza Hut 
Ray's Kingburger's 
ROANOKE VALLEY 
Wendy's (turn right on Hershberger) 
In addition to stores and shops in and around 
town, and flea markets (there is one on U.S. 
220 north near Cloverdale), there are three 
large shopping malls in Roanoke: Crossroads 
Mall on Hershberger and Airport Roads, Towers 
Mall (accessible from 1-581, take the Colonial 
Ave. exit). and Tanglewood Mall (take 1-581 to 
the Wonju St. exit, follow it to Franklin Rd. , 
turn right and follow Franklin/220 south to 
the mall). 
You have many choices when it comes to skiing. 
111ere are slopes near Hollins (Snowshoe, Cas-
cades, the Homestead. Wintergreen. Massanut-
ten, Bryce)and a little farther away (Beech Moun-
tain, Sugar Mountain, Seven Devils). Check the 
student activities office for brochures and/or 
talk to Cilla Whiteman. 
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Appendix 
Robert B. Claytor, Chairman 
Mrs. Shepard B. Ansley 
Mrs. Osbourne O. Ashworth 
Mrs. Wm. Donald Bain Jr. 
Edward B. Benjamin Jr. 
Mrs. Gardner W. Bond Jr. 
Arthur S. Brinkley Jr. 
Carter L. Burgess 
Mrs. George Cochran 
Mrs. Robert N. Fishburn 
A. Paul Funkhouser 
John S. C. Guest 
Mrs. James F. Hoge 
Charles 1. Lunsford II 
Andrew K. Marckwald 
David B. Meeker 
Mrs. Mary Moody Northen 
Mrs. John Martin Otter III 
Miss Wyndham Robertson 
Frank W. Rogers Jr. 
Stuart T. Saunders 
Ivor D. Sims 
Mrs. Wyatt A. Williams 
September 8, Friday 
September 9, Saturday 
September 11, Monday 
September 12, Tuesday 
September 13, Wed. 
October 20, Friday -
22, Sunday 
October 23, Monday 
October 24, Tuesday 
November 22, Wed. 
November 27, Monday 
December 1, Friday 
December 8, Friday 
December 11, Monday-
15, Friday 
January 10, Wednesday 
February 9, Friday 
Faculty meeting 
New students arrive 
Old students arrive 
Registration 
Convocation 
Classes begin 
Parents Weekend 
Reading day 
Classes resume 
Thanksgiving recess 
begins after last class 
Classes resume 
Second term registration 
Last day of classes 
Term examinations 
Short term begins 
Short term ends 
SGA 
BUDGET 
1978-79 
February 14, Wednesday 
February (date to be 
announced) 
March 23, Friday 
April 2, Monday 
April (date to be 
announced) 
May 15, Tuesday 
May 18, Friday-
22, Tuesday 
May 26, Saturday-
27, Sunday 
ADA 
Art Association 
Athletic Association 
Campus Activities 
Cargoes 
Chapel Choir 
Cinema Society 
Concerned Black Students 
Coordinating Council 
Drama Association 
Foreign Students' Emer-
gency Fund 
Freya 
General Speakers' Fund 
Grapheon Society 
Hollins Abroad 
Hollins Columns 
Index 
Innovative Fund 
International Relations 
Music Association 
Orchesis 
Orientation 
Pre - La w Society 
Publicity 
Refreshments 
APPENDDC 
Classes begin 
Founder's Day 
Spring recess begins 
after last class 
Classes resume 
Honors Convocation 
Last day of classes 
Term examinations 
Commmencement 
$ 25.00 
50.00 
2500.00 
4200.00 
1200.00 
800.00 
500.00 
1600.00 
1000.00 
450.00 
100.00 
6000.00 
100.00 
1500.00 
5000.00 
1000.00 
2000.00 
700.00 
45.00 
550.00 
360.00 
Religious Life Association 
Riding Club 
110.00 
1000.00 
1000.00 
155.00 
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APPENDIX 
SGA BUDGET 
(continued) 
HONOR 
PLEDGE 
] 02 
Short Term Scholarship 
Spinster 
Telephone 
Trait d'Union 
Vice pres ident, 
extracurricular 
Vice president, 
academic 
TOTAL 
DUES: 
Resident Students. $53.00 
Day Students, $26.00 
2000.00 
9500.00 
200.00 
70.00 
1000.00 
500.00 
$44765.00 
Each student at Hollins signs the following 
pledge soon after her arrival. You are 
bound by this pledge even before you sign 
it, however. When you accept your place at 
Hollins, you accept the school's honor and 
community trust systems. 
"I pledge to conduct myself in an honorable 
and trustworthy manner and to abide by the 
rules of Hollins College. I understand that 
my responsibility to the Honor and Commu-
nity Trust System is as follows when an honor 
offense, security violation, or social violation 
occurs: 
I will 
(a) report myself to the proper court 
and/or 
(b) ask another to report herself for 
a violation and/or 
(c) report the violation to the proper 
court if the student who is asked 
to report herself does not and/or 
(d) handle the violation with the assis-
tance of a college adm inistrator, 
an R. A ., or other appopropriate 
person. 
I, , place myself under the Honor 
and Community Trust System of Hollins 
College. I understand that a plea of ignorance 
will not excuse me in this matter." 
APPENDIX 
ACADEMIC Chris Buther 
GRIEVANCE Alice Dessauer 
STUDENT Chairman Chris Buckner 
ACADEMIC 
POLICY 
COMMITTEE 
ACADEMIC Senior M illy Snider 
POLICY to be elected 
BOARD Junior Susan Griesmeyer 
to be elected 
Sophomore Mary Lou Lyons 
Robin McCormick 
Freshman to be elected (2) 
ADMINIS'IRATIVE Senior Lee Hutchins 
POLICY Paige Rexroad 
BOARD Junior Betsy McAllister 
Virginia Thomas 
Sophomore to be elected (2) 
Freshman to be elected (2) 
CAMPUS Chairman Jane Clay Park 
ACTIVITIES Senior Pem Boinest 
Brookie Hudgins 
Junior Susan Bakke 
Barbara Calmon 
Sophomore Peggy Latham 
Buffy Stoll 
Freshman to be elected (2) 
CLASS Class of '79 (senior) 
OFFICERS President Patti 1110mas 
Vice president Lydia Makarowsky 
Secretary-treasurer Debbie Crouch 
Class of '80 (junior) 
President Karen Berkness 
Vice pres ident Larke Wade 
Secretary-treasurer Tish Hillegass 
Class of '81 (sophomore) 
President Amy Moyler 
Secretary-treasurer Muffie Vardell 
Class of '82 (freshman) to be elected 
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EDITORS Cargoes to be elected 
Hollins Columns Lissa Mahlum 
Index Sarah Reiners '78 
Spinster Jayne Arnesen 
HONOR Chairman Carrie 0' Brien 
COURT Senior Margot Haynes 
Ann Peck 
Junior Susan Castleman 
Marcia Dowdy 
Sophomore Betsy McKissick 
Kathy Monroe 
Freshman to be elected 
ORGANIZA TION ADA Charlotte Fox 
PRESIDENTS Tic Tobias 
Art Association Debbie Lloyd 
Athletic Association Leslie Blankin 
Chapel Choir Kathy Johness 
Cinema Society Liz Greene 
Concerned Black Students to be elected 
Drama Association Pat Thomson 
Foreign Students to be elected 
General Speakers' Fund Lisa Donnelly 
Grapheon Ca thy Hankla 
International Relations 
Music Association Cindy Furrow 
Orchesis Connie Weary 
Pre-Law Society to be elected 
Riding Club Anne Lindblad 
Trait d'Union Margaret Grill 
RELIGIOUS President Kristen Keener 
LIFE Vice president to be elected 
ASSOCIA TION Secretary -treas urer Kim Deason 
Funds chairman to be elected 
Service chairman Nancy Martin 
Study chairman to be elected 
Worship chairman Suzanne Brooks 
STUDENT Coordinating Council 
GOVERNMENT PreSident Susan Coudriet 
ASSOCIA TION Vice president Caroline Oakes 
extracurricular 
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Vice pres ident 
academic 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Honor Court 
RLA 
Campus life 
Campus Activities 
General Speakers' Fund 
Orientation 
Academic Policy 
Hollins Columns 
Spinster 
Athletic Association 
Senior Class 
Junior Class 
Sophomore Class 
Freshman Class 
APPENDIX 
Caroline Harrell 
Jack McWhorter 
Emily Morgan 
Carrie O'Brien 
Kristen Keener 
Gigi Rawles 
Jane Clay Park 
Lisa Donnelly 
Kathy Collins 
Chris Buckner 
Lissa Mahlum 
Jayne Arnesen 
Leslie Blankin 
Patti Thomas 
Karen Berkness 
Amy Moyler 
to be elected 
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RESIDENCE 
PERSONNEL 
Apartments 
Paige Rexroad 
Carvin House 
East 
To be elected 
French House 
Main 
Joanne Coyne 
Randolph 
Sandusky 
Starkie 
Donna Miller 
Tinker 
Sandy Milyko 
West 
Charlotte McCrady 
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Dorm presidents, resident assistants, and 
head residents for each student residence are: 
Rhoda Patrick 
Sue Bartok 
Ellen George 
Missy McKeon 
Virginia Thomas 
Ca thy Hankla 
Jayne Arnesen 
Betsy McAllister 
Miilie Roche 
Kathy Wins tel 
Mary Jo Ferguson 
Toni Goodman 
Kathy Hiserodt 
Raina Zelenka 
Penny McElroy 
Cilla Whiteman 
Dorm presidents form the campus life com-
mittee; their chairman is Gigi Rawles. R.A. 's 
and H. R. 's form the residence hall staff; 
they are em ployed by the dean of students. 
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SGA CONSTITUTION 
Article 1. Purpose 
The purpose of the ~tudent Government Association is to provide a means by which students 
can consider issues, formulate policy) md carry out programs in areas of student and com-
munity concern. Further, the Association seeks to provide the student body wi th a flexible 
framework for self-governance and to stand as a guardian of student rights. Recognizing 
that students must accept ~esponsibility in a dynamic educational system , the Association, 
therefore, seeks to provide extended channels of communication , increased areas of coopera-
tion, a "aried offering of co-curricular programs , and a greater acceptance of shared com-
munity responsibility among faculty, administration, and students. All Student Government 
programs and actions are subject to the ultimate authority of the Board of Trustees. 
Article II. Membership 
All undergraduate students of Hollins College. shall be members of the Student Government Asso-
ciation with all rights, privileges , and obligations thereof . All members of the Student 
Government Association are required to sign the Hollins Honor Pledge and to pay Student 
Government dues. They shall be responsible for knowledge of all Student Government regula-
tions and of all action taken at the meetings of the Student Senate. 
Article III . Organization 
Section I - Officers 
A. Nominations. Any student may nominate herself for election to an a l l - campus office . 
Each nomination must be signed by the nominee and must be presented in writing to the Secre-
tary of the Association. Each nomination must also he accompanied by a recent photograph 
and election statement. 
B. Elections . All regular elections shall be held before May 1. A majority of the 
body which will be represented will comprise a quorum with a majority vote reqUired. When 
an election has been run twice and neither time has a majority or quorum been reached , t he 
candidate who receives the most votes in the second election shall be declared a winner . 
The Secretary of the Association will supervise the all-campus and class elections according 
to a plan approved by the Coordinating Council . All officers of the Association shall serve 
for a term of one year or until such time as either they are re-elected , their successors are 
installed, or they are recalled. All class officers or representatives shall serve from Sep-
tember through May. If a vacancy occurs before the end of the term of office , the President 
of the Association, with the approval of Coordinpting Council, shall make a temporary appoint-
ment until an election can be held. Campaigning shall be encouraged anywhere on campus accord-
ing to Publici ty Commi ttee and Hollins College rules. 
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C. Duties. 
~e President of the Association shall 
-serve 8S a member of the College Legislature , the Coordinating CounCil , and 
the Student Senate 
-be Chairman of the Coordinating Council 
-coordinate the activities of the Orientetion Chairman, Treasurer, and Secre-
tary of the Association 
-serve on the Board for Administrative Policy 
-serve as a student liaison to the Board of Trustees 
-be an eX-officio member of all student committees 
-perform all other duties usually pertaining to the Office of the President 
2. The Vice-President for AcademiC Affairs shall 
-serve as a member of the College Legislature, Coordinating Council, and the 
Student Senate 
-3erve as an ex-officio member of the Board for Academic Policy and the Student 
Committee on Academic Policy 
-serve as Chairman of a council composed of the divisional and departmental 
representatives which will undertake projects to promote student academic 
inte·rests 
-serve as Chairman of the Short Term Scholarship Committee 
SGA CONSTI1lJTlON 
-conduct elections for student representatives from departments and ~ivislons 
-coordinate those organizations within the Student Government Association which 
involve academic interests including Student Academic Policy, General Speakers 
Fund, Symposium, Cargoes, Hollins Columns, academic clubs, and d~visional and 
d epartmen tal represen ta t1 ves 
3. The Vice-President for Extracurricular Affairs shall 
-serve as a member of the College Legislature, Coordinating Council, and the 
Student Senate 
-serve as Chairman of the Student Senate 
- serve on the Board for Community Life and as a member of the Extracurricular 
Committee 
-initiate and organize extracurricular programs for the members of the Student 
Government Association 
-coordinate those organizations within the Student Government Association which 
involve extracurricular activities including the Campus Activities Committee, 
the Religious Life Committee, the Concerned Black Students, the Athletic Asso-
ciation, the film associations. and the Spinster 
-sup~rvise the Student Government Association Publicity Committee 
4. The Secretary of the Association shall 
-serve as a member of the Student Senate and Coordinating Council 
-serve as a non-voting member of the College Legislature 
-serve as correspondent with members of the SGA who are on exchange or foreign 
study programs 
-perform all other duties usually pertaining to the Office of the Secretary 
5. The Treasurer of the Association shall 
-serve as a member of the Student Senate and Coordinating Council 
-serve as a non-voting member of the College Legislature 
-serve as a member of the Short Term Scholarship Committee 
-serve as Chairman of the Budget Committee 
-serve as principal financial agent for the Association and distribute funds in 
accordance wi th the budget approved by the StudenL Senate 
-collect all revenue of the Association and have the power to deny all privileges 
of membership in the Student Government Association to any student who has not 
paid her dues 
-coordinate the activities of the student auditor and student business committee 
-receive all written requests for extra budgetary allotments of Student Govern-
ment funds exceeding twenty dollars ($20.00). Such allotments shall be granted 
upon a mlt.jori ty vc!.e of the Coordinating Council 
6. The Chairman of Honor Court shall 
-be B member of the College Legislature, the Student Senate, and the Coordinat-
ing Council 
-call and preside at all meetings of Honor Court 
-be responsible for introducing new students to the Honor System and supervising 
the signing of the pledge 
-be responsible for guaranteeing student rights with regard to due process during 
all lIonor Court proceedings 
-be responsible for :f.nsuring that, in her absence, an acting Honor Court Chairman 
1s chosen and thaL this appointment ia conveyed to the SGA President and the dean 
of students. 
-be responsible for insuring that a majority of the Court is on campus until the 
end of exam periods 
7. The Chairman of Appeal Board shall 
-serve 8S a member of the Student Senate 
-serve as a non-voting member of the College Legislature 
-call and preside at all meetings of the Appeal Board 
-serve as one of the student members of the Committee on Academic Grievances 
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8. The Chairman of the Campus Life Committee shall 
-serve as a member of the College Legislature , the Student Senate, and the 
Coordinating Council 
-call and preside over all meetings of the Campus Life Committee 
-insure that the dormitories elect their Dormitory Life Committees during the 
first three weeks of the fall term 
-live in college housing 
9. The Chairman of Student Academic Policy shall 
-serve 85 a member of the College Legislature, the Student Senate, and the 
Coordinating Council 
-serve on the Board for Academic Policy 
-call and preside over all meetings of the Student Academic Policy Committee 
-be responsible for the independent exam system, the publication of the Course 
Critique, and the course description supplement ------
-serve as one of the student members of the Committee on Academic Grievances 
10. The Chairman of Religious Life Association shall 
-serve as a member of the Student Senate and Coordinating Council 
-serve as a non-voting member of the College Legislature 
-serve as Chairman of all the activities of the Religious Life Association 
-serve on the Board for Community Life 
II. The Chairman of Campus Activities shall 
-serve as a member of the Student Senate and the Coordinating Council 
-serve as a non-voting member of the College Legislature 
-serve as Chairman of all the activities of the Campus Activities Committee 
-serve on the Board for Community Life 
12. The Chairman of the General Speakers Committee shall 
-serve a9 a member of the Student Senate and the Coordinating Council 
-serve as a non-voting member of the College Legislature 
-select the student members of the General Speakers Committee 
-call and preside over the meetings of the Committee 
-administer the General Speakers Fund in accordance with the decisions of the 
Committee 
-serve on the Board for Community Life 
.13. The Chairman of Orientation shall 
-serve as a member of the Student Senate and Coordinating Council 
-Berve as a non-voting member of the College Legislature 
-coordinate tbe yearly orientation program with the President of the Student Govern-
ment Association, and the Deans of the College 
-supervise the activities of the Student Index Committee 
-appoint the members of the Orientation Committee subject to the approval of the 
Coordinating Council 
-serve a9 President of the Freshman Class and the Freshman representative to the 
Board for Administrative Policy until its officers are elected 
14. The Chairman of the Athletic Association shall 
-coordinate activities for intra-mural athletiCS 
D. ~. The initiation of procedure for removal from office by recall of any Student 
Government Association officer for neglect of duty may be made by submitting a written petition 
to the Secretary of the Association signed by ten percent of the body which elected her. The 
COOrdinating Council will review the reasons for such actions. The officer being considered 
for recall may defend her positIon either through a forum of that body which elected her or 
through a written statement distributed to members of that body_ A vote of the body she re-
ptesents will then be taken, with at least fifty percent of the members of that body casting 
votes for the election to be vslid . If a majority (fifty percent plus one vote) vote. in favor 
of recall, the officer will be removed from office immediately and new elections will be held. 
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Section 2 - Meetings 
A. The Coordinating Council will meet at least bimonthly. Other meetings will be 
called at the discretion of the Chairman. 
B. Two-thirds of the members of an organization of the SGA. with the exception of 
the Honor Court, constitutes a '4uorum. 
Section 3 - Organs of the Student Government Association 
A. Coordinating Council the 
1. Functions. The Coordinating Council shall be vested with/executive powers of 
the Association. The executive branch shall have the power and responsibility to coordinate 
the activities within the Association, and among the Association) the Faculty, and the Admin-
istration; to consider amendments to this Constitution presented in writing before they are 
offered to the Association; to review and approve the Constitution of every existing and 
future campus organization as a r~erequisite for SGA financial allotments; and to perform any 
other executive duty. necessary to carry out the powers and responsibilities assigned or assumed. 
It shall have the responsibility to create ad hoc committees or work as a committee of the 
whole in order to best research. organize. and promote legislation. The Coordinating Council 
shall appoint delegates to conferences dealing with matters pertaining to student government. 
It shall suggest nominees for Chief Marshal and the other Academic Marshals to the Adminis-
tration. 
2. Membership. The Coordinating Council shall be composed of the following: 
The President of SGA 
The Vice-Presidents of SGA 
The Secretary of SGA 
The Treasurer of SGA 
The Chairman of Honor Court 
The Chairman of the Campus Life Committee 
The Chairman of the Student Academic Policy Committee 
The Chairman of the Religious Life Association 
The Chairman of Campus Activities 
The Chairman of the General Speakers Fund Committee 
The Chairman of Orientation 
The four Class Presidents 
The Hollins Columns and Spinster Editors shall serve as non-voting members 
3. Committees. 
a. The Index Committee shall edit and publish the Hollins~. The Chair-
man of the Committee and the members of the Committee shall be chosen by 
the Coordinating Council. The Orientation Chairman will coordinate the 
work of this Committee in conjunction with the Vice-rresident of Extracur-
ricular Affairs. 
b. The PubliCity Committee shall coordinate and display all publicity for the 
Student Government Association. The Chairman of the Publicity Committee 
shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Coordinating CounCil with the ap-
proval of the Coordinating Council. Members of the Committee shall be ap-
pointed by the Chairman of the Committee with the approval of the Chairman 
of the Coordinating Council. The Vice-President for Extracurricular Affairs 
will coordinate the work of this Committee. 
c. Orientation Committee shall plan and aupervise. in conjunction with the 
faculty and the administration. the freshman and transfer orientation pro-
gram. The Chairman. who shall be elected by the general Association. shall 
appoint the Committee members subject to the approval of the Coordinating 
Council. 
B. Student Senate 
1. Function. All legislative powers of the Aasociation shall be veated 1n the 
Student Senate. It shall be its dut, to consider all matters presented to it by the Coor-
dinating Councilor a member of the student body. 
2. Legislative euthority and procedure for overriding a veto. The legislative 
powers shall ex~end to all mattera concerning student social life and budgetary affairs with-
in the con tr01 and responsibility of the Aasociation. Legislation passed mus t be approved 
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or vetoed by the President of the College within two weeks of his receipt of the legisla-
tion. Social legislation approved by the President shall become effective at the time 
stipulated by the Legislature. Legislation vetoed by the President shall be accompanied 
by a written or oral statement concerning his decision. Any vetoed legislation may be re-
considered by the Senate 90 days (summer included) following the veto. If such legislation 
is passed by three-fourths of the members of the Student Senate, it shall be returned to 
the President of the College. If the legislation is vetoed again, it may be reconsidered 
by the Senate in the next academic year. If the legislation is ~assed again by three- fourths 
of the members of the Student Senate, it shall become law. 
3. Organization. 
a. Membership. The Student Senate shall be composed of the voting members of 
Coordinating Council, the voting members of the College Legislature, the Appeal Board Chair-
man, and the Chairman of the Athletic Association, with no person possessing more than one 
vote. The Hollins Columns and the Spinster editors shall serve as non-voting members. 
b. Officers. 
1) The Chairman of the Student Senate, the Vice-President for Extracurricu-
lar Affairs, shall call and preside at all meetings. She shall make all those appointments 
indicated in the Constitution and shall establish any committees deemed necessary by the 
Student Senate. 
2) The Vice-Chairman of the Student Senate shall be elected by the Student 
Senate and shall assume the duties of the Chairman in the absence of the Chairman . She shall 
be in charge of communicating the agenda :0 the Senators . Also, she shall be responsible for 
recording all petitions and bills presented to the Student Senate and keeping the minutes. 
3) The Parliamentarian and the Student Auditor will be appointed by the 
Chairman of the Student Senate, subject to the approval of the Student Senate. 
c. Meetings. Meetings shall be called and chaired by the Chairman. 
lative meeting may also be called at any time upon petition of one hundred members 
student body. Two-thirds of the Student Senate comprise a quorum and the decision 
be by a majority vote. 
A legis-
of the 
shall 
d. Referenda. A referendum 8hall be sponsored by the Student Senate on any 
matter considered by the Senate upon written request of ten percent of the membership of the 
General Association or a majority vote of the Student Senate. If the request is for a bind-
ing referendum , either two-thirds of the Association must vote 1n agreement with lt, or a 
majority vote of the Association and a majority vote of the Student Senate must support it . 
e. Committees of the Student Senate. 
1) Student Academic Policy. The Student Academic Policy Committee shall 
be composed of the Chairman of Student Academic Policy , those remaining student members of 
the Academic Policy Committee, and any student appointed by the r',airman and approved by the 
Student S~nate. The Committee shall deal with all matters concerning student academic life , 
shall administer the independent exam system, shall publish the Course Critique and course 
description supplement. The members shall remain on campus until the end of the exam p~riod. 
2) Ad Hoc Committees csn be appointed at the d'scretion of the Senate. 
C. Class Organization. The student body shall be divided into four classes: freshman, 
sophomore, junior and senior. Membership in the classes shall be determined by the year in 
which the student will be graduated. The officers of the classes serve to promote the in-
terests and sctivities of their class. There shsll be at lesst :Wo elected officers in each 
clasa . These 8hall be a President and a Vice-President. Class representatives to Honor 
Court, Campus Activities, Athletic Associstion, Administrative Policy Board, Academic Policy, 
and Appeal Board ahall also be elected in the spring of each year according to a plan sub-
mitted by the class presidents to the Coordinating Council. The Chairman of Orientation 
shall serve as President of the Freshman Class until elections for that class can be held, 
no later than the first week 1n November. 
D. Dormitory Organization. The organization of the dormitory consists of the Dormitory 
Prestdents who are under the direction of the Campus Life Committee Chairman . See Article IV, 
Section 3, B. 
E. The Judicial Branch. The Judicial Branch consists of the Honor Court and the Campus 
Life Committee. See. Article IV. 
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Article IV. Honor and Community Trust System 
Section 1 - Purpose 
The Student Government Association strives to instill honor and trust as the basis of 
community life. When violations do occur, they are adjudicated by the Judicial Branch 
which is composed of Honor Court and the Campus Life Committee. Lying, cheating, and steal-
ing are violations of the Honor System and are dealt with by Honor Court. Infractions of 
the regulations of the Student Government Association and of the Coliege are breaches of the 
Community Trust System and are dealt with by the Campus Life Committee. The Honor and Com-
munity Trust System serves the entire Association; every member of the SGA is bound by the 
Hollins pledge which she signs within her first six weeks at Hollins. The signing of the 
pledge only indicates a symbolic support of a commitment previously made when the student 
entered Hollins. Every student is bound by the pledge upon her arrival . It is this total 
commitment which makes the Hollins College community one of honor and trust. Every student 
has the right to report any violation to the appropriate court. 
Section 2 - Honor Pledge 
The basis of life at Hollins is honor and trust. The court system is set up to enforce 
the rules, that Is, to deal with all matters of conduct bearing on honor and community trust. 
Honor Court handles breaches of honor: ly1ng, cheating, and stealing. Campus life handles 
violations of community trust: social regulations and security measures. 
pledge to conduct myself in an honorable and trustworthy manner and to abide by the 
rules of Hollins College. I understand that my responsibility to the Honor and Community 
Trust System is as follows when an honor offense, cecurity violation, or social violation occur, 
report myself to the proper court and/or 
ask another to report herself for a violation and/or 
I will: 
a) 
b) 
c) report the violation to the proper court if the student who is asked to report 
herself does not do so and/or 
d) handle the violation with the assistance of a College Administrator, aA, or 
other appropriate person. 
I, __ ~~~--~77------~--~----~~-- place myself under the Honor and Community Trust 
System of Hollins College. I understand that a plea of ignorance will not excuse me in this 
matter. 
Section 3 - Jurisdiction of the College Administration 
All Cases involving violation or the charge of violation of a naLional, state or local 
law, as well as any case resulting from problems of health, will be dealt with exclusively 
by ~he College Administration through the Dean of the College. 
Section 4 - Organization 
A. Honor Court 
1. Composition. The members of Honor Court shall be a Chairman and two representa-
tives from each class. The Chairman shall be elected by the Association and the Vice-Chair-
man and Secretary shall be elected by the members of the Court. Substitute members shall be 
the first alternates in the second slate election of Honor Court. The members shall remain 
on campus until the end of each examination period. 
2. Proceedings. 
a) Reporting a Violation. Any member of the faculty, administration, staff 
or student body may report a student for an honor offense to a member of the Court or the 
Chairman. If the accused has not reported herself, the Chairman shall notify her in writing 
at least twenty-four hours before the commencement of the hearing of both the charges against 
her, and the possible penalties which could result from conviction. 
b) Rights of the Accuaed Student. 
1. The student accused of an honor offense must be informed in writing of 
the charge at least twenty-four hours before she 1s asked to appear before the Court. A 
statement of the range of possible penalties shall be provided. 
2. The accused has the right to be present during the ~resentation of all 
the evidence pertaining to the case. 
3. The accused has the right to cross-examine all the witnesses called by 
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the Court and to surmnon atlY witnesses for her own defense. 
4. The accused may choose an advisor from the Association, the faculty, 
the administration, or staff, with exceptions of the Deans and members of the offic!' of 
the President of the College. 
5. The accused shall present her case and may call both material and 
character witnesses. Material witnesses shall be limited to first hand information, sub-
stantial opinions, and relevant facts. Heresay reports and unsupported opinions shall not 
be admissable. Character witnesses shall testify only to the character· and reputation of 
the accused student. 
6. If the accused chooses not to be present, prior to her own testimony, 
she shall be furnished with a summary of the testimony of the material witnesses, and the 
material evidence, and the identity of the witnesses . 
c) Records. A permanent, confidential file of written reports shall be kept 
by Honor Court. In addition, all hearings shall be tape recorded and all tapes shall be 
kept secure, and erased at the graduation date of the accused student. Copies of the de-
cision shall go to the offender and to the President and to the Dean of the College. The 
reason for each decision and full evidence in each case shall be announced to the student 
body with names withheld. A yearly report shall be presented each fall to the Student 
Senate and the Coordinating Council by the Chairman of Honor Court. 
d) Decisions. After the Court has discussed the case, a three-fourths vote 
of the Court shall be required to determine the guilt of the accused. The Chairman of the 
Court shall not vote except in the case of a tie. The Court shall then reach a decision on 
a penalty. A prior Honor Court record of a student may have a bearing on the court decision 
of penalty. A three-fourths vote shall be required for a decision except when the penalty 
is suspension or expulsion, in which case a unanimous vote of the Court is required. The 
Chairman shall notify the accused of the decision of the judicial body as soon as possible. 
If the student is found guilty, the Chairman shall inform her of the penalty and explain the 
decision fully. The student must be given a written statement of her penalty. Sentences 
of suspension or expulsion shall be signed by the President of the College upon their pre-
sentation by the Court. Any student who is suspended or expelled may not return to the 
campus without the permission of the Dean of the College. No case shall be discussed out-
side the meetings of the Court until after a decision has been reached. Then the Court may 
answer questions concerning the case if it deems it advisable. 
e) Penalties. The following are among the sanctions which may be imposed: 
admonition, warning, censure, fine, restitution, disciplinary probation, suspension, expul-
sion. The minimum penalty for academic cheating is withdrawal (WD on transcript) from the 
COUrse in which the cheating occurred. 
f) Advisor to the Court. The members of Honor Court shall appoint one faculty 
member to serve as the court's advisor for a three year term. 
B. Campus Life Committee 
1. Purpose. The purpose of the Campus Life Committee is twofold: 1) to insure 
compliance with dormitory gUidelines and all campus rules, 2) to adjudicate situations which 
cannot be handled by individual Dormitory Life Committees or which do not fall within the 
jurisdiction of the Dormitory Life Committees. 
a. Responsibilities of the Campus Life Committee. The Campus Life Committee 
shall have the following responaibilities: 
-to aid the dormi tories in creating "Efective ways to handle infractions of 
all-campus and dormitory rules 
-to review and approve the proposals that the ~ormitories submit for methods 
of dealing with infractions of all-campus and'dormitory rules 
-to suspend the privileges of the dormitory when the dorm is ineffective in 
dealing w1th problems concerning its privilege 
-to reinstate a suspended privilege when it is deemed advisable 
b. Jurisdiction of the Campus Life Committee. The Campus Life Committee shall 
have jurisdiction over the following: 
-infractions of all-campus rules occurrin~ outside the dormitory 
-a third offense of any all-campus or dormitory rule occurring in the dormitory 
-any case appealed from the dormitories based on severity of sentence 
-any case in which the dormitory has declared itself incapable of handling 
-any case in which the dormitory President is involved 
-to act as a liaison wi th the College Ad minis tration in any case involving 
drugs or the endangering of life or property 
The exact regulations will be publish"d annually in the Student ~. 
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2. Organization 
a . The members of the Campus Life Committee shall be a Chairman elected by 
the Association and the President of each dormitory. 
b . Duties of Officers and Members 
1) The Chairman shall call and preside over all meetings of the Committee. 
The Vice-Chairman and Secretary shall be elected by the Commit tee. The Vice-Chairman shall 
call and preside over meetings in the absence of the Chairman. 
2) The DOrmitory President shall be elected after room drawing from among 
and by the residents who will live in the dorm the following fall. She must receive a vote 
of confidence six weeks into the fall semester by the residents of her dorm. If she fails 
to receive her dorm' s endorsement, the Chairman of Campus Life will hold a new election . 
She shall serve as the chief student administrator in the dorm , serve on the Campus Life Com-
mittee, call dormitory meetings, serve as Chairman of the Dormitory Life Committee in her 
respective dorm, and plan programs that meet the interests and needs of the residents in her 
living unit. 
a) The dormitory President shall hold a meeting of the dormitory during 
the first week of each academic year to determine the specific rules of the dormitory . These 
rules shall be based upon the dormitory guidelines of the College. During the third week of 
each academic year she shall open nominations and conduct an election to establish the Dormi-
tory Life Committee . This Committee shall have the power to legislate penalties up to but 
not including suspension for infractions of all-campus and dormitory rules and to adjudicate 
infractions of all-campus and dormitory rules when they occur in the dormitory. theIr juris-
diction shall include the following: infractions of the drinking rule, male visitation, 
quiet houL , security rule and pet rule; excessive drinking; and violations of other regula-
tions which individual dorms might create. Infractions of all-campus and dormitory r ules 
occuring in a dormitory other than that in which the student lives will be handled by the 
Campus Life Committee. Until the Dormitory Life Committee is established, all infractions 
of all-campus and dormitory rules occuring in the dorm will be handled by the Camp us Life 
Committee . The dormitory President shall supervise the creation of other dorm bodies that 
are deemed necessary . She will insure that the procedures and rules are reviewed by the dorm i-
tory at the beginning of the second semester each year. 
b) The dormitory Preaident shall plan programs that meet the needs and 
interests of the residing community and shall execute duties necessary for the functioning 
of the dorms (phone duty, kitchen supplies, etc . ). 
3. Procedures. When handling cases, the procedure of the Campus Life Committee i n-
cluding the rights of the accused, shall be the same as that of Honor Court with the follow-
ing exceptions: the Administration shall be consulted in cases of conduct seriously endan-
gering the life or property of the College , and the Chairman of Honor Court may be consulted 
when tlte Committee is hearing a case that involves lying, cheating or stealing. 1£ both 
Chairmen deem it necessary, the Chairman of Honor Court may be asked to sit in on the case. 
C. Appeal Process 
1. Appeal Board. 
a. Organization. The members of Appeal Board shall be a Chairman elected by 
the Association, and one representative elected (rom each of the four classes . The Chairman 
shall call and preside over the meetings of the Board, and the Secretary who will be elected 
from within the Board shall record proceedings and maintain a record of all appeals considered 
by the Board. 
b. Jurisdiction . Jurisdiction of Appeal Board includes cases appealed from 
Honor Court and Campus Life Committee on grounds of legal or procedural error and interpre-
tation of the Constitution of the Student Government Association. 
c. Procedure for Appeal Concerning Legal or Procedural Error . 
1) When a case is appealed from Honor Court or the Campus Life Committee , 
a hearing will be granted 1f the student feels a legal or procedural error has been committed 
and if a written request is presented to the Chairman within 72 hours after receipt of penalty 
or at any time when new evidence appears. 
2) During consideration of the case, the Board may review the transcript of 
the original trial when it is decmed pertinent; the student and/or original Court Chairman 
may be called in for consultation or may request a heAring. 
3) All decisions for mistrial shall be determined by a majority vote of t he 
Board. The Chairman shall vote only in the case of a tie. All decisions of the Board shall 
be written and placed on file. Copies shall be sent to the student and the Chairman of the 
Court of original jurisdiction . The reasons for the decision shall be included in the report . 
All decisions shall be announced to the PreSident of the College and to the student body; 
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na~es shall be withheld. No case shall be discussed outside the meetings of the Board . 
4) Within twenty-four hours after a legal or procedural error has been 
declared, the Court of original jurisdiction shall meet to reconsider the case. The 
Chairman of Appeal Board shall sit in on the retrial for the purpose of consultation. 
d. Procedure for Constitutional Interpretation. 
1) After the question of Constitutional interpretation has been submitted 
in writing to the Chairman or a member of the Board, the Appeal Board shall meet to rule on 
the question. Any person with pertinent legal knowledge may be called in for consultation. 
2) A majority vote of the Board shall be required to make a ruling. The 
Chairman shall vote in case of a tie. All rulings shall be written and placed on file. 
Copies shall be sent to the student, the Chairman of the Student Senate, and to the President 
of the College, and all decisions shall be announced to the student body. 
2. The President of the College. 
In cases of suspension or expulSion, the offender may appeal to the Presi-
dent of the College to mitigate her sentence . 
3. The Dean of the College. 
When a student is found by Honor Court to be guilty of academic cheating 
in connection with work done for a particular course, the student will be withdrawn (WO on 
transcript) from the course unless there is reason to believe that such action would be in-
equitable. Anyone from the student body or faculty will be allowed to call attention to such 
inequity, and the proper machinery will be established in connection with the Dean of the 
College to consider the same. 
Article V. Finance 
A budget system shall be maintained by the Student Government Association to control 
expenditures of the Association. Dues of the Association shall be collected from each stu-
dent by the opening of the College, the amount to be determined by the Budget Committee with 
the approval of the Student Senate. All those who have not paid by the due date will be billed 
a fine of five percent of the fee as an extra handling charge. The Budget Committee shall 
determine the budget of the Association and present it to the Student Senate for approval each 
spring. It shall review the books of all organizations under the budget system at least once 
a year. The Committee shall be composed of the Student Government Association Treasurer who 
shall serve as Chairman, the Student Auditor, the retiring SGA President, and the President-
elect and Treasurer-elect of the Association. and three other members chosen by the Coordinat-
ing Council. 
Article VI. Parliamentary Authority 
Robert's Rules of Order (revised) shall govern the business procedures of this organiza-
tion in all cases where they are applicable and where they are not in conflict with the Con-
stitution of this organization. 
Article VII. Amendments 
Amendments may be proposed by any member or branch of the Association. Proposed amend-
ments must be presented in writing to the Coordinating Council for consideration before Student 
Senate action. Written notice must be given to the Student Senators at least seven days prior 
to Student Senate. The Student Senate by a majority vote proposes the amendment to the Asso-
Ciation, such amendment to become effective upon the approval of a majority vote of a quorum 
of one-half of the members of the Association and of the President of the College. Amendments 
proposed 'n but nOl recommended by the Student Senate may be submitted to a referendum upon 
the approval of a two-thirds vote of a quorum of one-half of the members of the Association 
and of the President of the College. Referendums on Constitution question shall be called by 
the Vice-President of the Association within two weeks (vacation excluded) of Student Senate 
approval or of presentation of the petition. 
An annual housecleaning shall be undertaken by the Chairman of the Student Senate and the 
Chairman of the Coordinating Council. Their reconunendations are subject to the approval of 
the Student Senate and the PreSident of the College. 
****** 
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PROPOSALS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE 
Spring 1977 
Article I . Purpose 
Article II . Membership 
Article Ill . Organization 
Section I - Officers 
A. SGA. The officers of the organization shall be a President, a Vice President of 
Extracurricular Affairs, a Vicp President of Academic Affairs, a Secretary, and a Treasurer . 
B. Coordinating Council. The aforementioned officers and the Honor Court Chairman , 
Campus Life Chairman, and the Religious Life Association Chairman will be members of the 
Coordinating Council . 
We recommend the following changes or additions: 
1) Athletic Association President be a member of Coordinating Council . 
2) A Coordinator of Communications shall 
- be appointed by the President of SGA with the approval of the Coordinating 
Council 
- be a non-voting member of the Student Senate and the Coordinating Council 
- be responsible for SGA publicity , the Publicity Committee composed of an extra-
curricular chairman and an academic chairman appointed by her, and for the 
coordination of the Spinster, Hollins Columns, and Index 
3) The Secretary of the Association shall 
- serve as chairman of the Student Elections Committee 
- be responsible for conducting SGA elections, class officer elections, and dorm 
president elections 
4) Deletions and additions 
a) Vice President for Academic Affairs' responsibilities 
- delete Cargoes, Hollins Columns, and Publicity Committee 
b) Vice President for Extracurricular Activities ' responsibilities 
- delete Spinster; add Inter-Club Council 
c) Campus Life Committees deleted; add Council 
d) Add" ..• and Freshman representative to the Board of Academic Policy" to the 
responsibilities of the Chairman of Orientation 
e) The Coordinator of Communications shall serve as a non-voting membe r of the 
Coordinating Council; the President of the Athletic Association shall Serve 
as a voting member of the Coordinating Council 
f) Delete Orientation and Budget Committees approved by Coordinating Council 
g) Campaigning according to the rules of Hollins College and the Coordinator of 
Communications 
5) Resignation and Recall . In the event that an officer resigns or is recalled , 
the President of the Association shall appoint a replacement , with the approval 
of Coordinating Council, until an election can be held . A resignation should be 
submitted in writing to the President and Secretary of SeA. Should the SeA Presi-
dent resign or be recalled, the two SGA Vice Presidents shat! serve together as 
President, in addition to their other duties , until an election can be held . 
6) Committees. 
a) Delete Index Committee 
b) The PubliCity Committee. There shall be a Publicity Committee for Extracurri-
cular Affairs and Academic Affairs. The chairman shall be appointed by the 
Coordinator of Communication and shall be responsible to her. The Coordinator 
of Communication shall be responsible for the budget of all materials needed 
for SeA. 
7) Dormitory Council . 
- delete vote of confidence for Dormitory President 
a) shall be responsible for conducting elections for the Dormi tory Council in the 
third week of the academic year. The Dorm Cowlci1 consists of the Dorm Presi-
dent who chairs the CounCil, a Social Director, the Judicial Chairman , an RLA 
Senator, and the Dorm Senator. A Resident Assistant will also serve on the 
Committee in an edvir80ry capacity, as will the head residenl . 
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Article IV . Honor and Community Trust System 
B. Campus Life Committee 
1. Purpose. The purpose of the Campus Life Committee is threefold: 1) to insure 
compliance with dormitory guidelines and all campus rules; 2) to adjudicate situations .. . ; 
3) to advise of programs that meet the needs and interests of the residing communities. 
a. Responsibilities of the Campus Life Committee. (no changes) 
b. Jurisdiction of the Campus Life Committee. The Campus Life Committee shall 
have jurisdiction over the following: 
-infractions of all-campus rules occurring outside of the dormitory 
-a third offense of any all-campus or dormitory rule occurring in the dormi-
tory while the student is enrolled at Hollins College 
(no further changes) 
2. Organization. 
a. Membership. The members of the Campus Life Committee shall be a chairperson 
elecred by the Association and the President of each dormitory. 
b. Duties of Officers and Members 
1) The Chsirperson shall call and preside over all meetings of the Committee. 
2) The Chairperson shall contact the accused and inform her of her rights 
and make arrangements for the trial. 
3) The Vice Chairperson and Secretary shall be elected by the Committee. 
The Vice Chairperson shall call and preside over meetings in the absence of the Chair-
person. The Secretary shall notify all Committee members of meetings and shall keep the 
minutes of all Campus Life meetings. 
3. Procedures. (no changes) 
4. Records. Recorda shall be open to the accused student. A confidential file of 
written reports shall be kept by the Campus Life Committee. These reports shall be kept 
until graduation date of the accused and at that time destroyed by the Campus Life Chair-
person currently in office. 
C. Dormitory Council 
1. Purpose. The pu~ose of the Dorm Council is to act as the coordinator of all dorm 
events and communicator to the dorm. The :Jor:n r.ouncil shall approve the Judicial Board's 
rules and penalties. 
2. Organization 
a. Membership. The members of the Dorm Council shall be a Dorm President elected 
after room selection by the residents who will live in the dorm the following fall. The 
following are elected during the third week of the academic year: Treasurer, RLA repre-
sentative, Dorm Senator. Social Committee Chsirperson ond Judicial Committee Chairperson. 
The Social Committee Chairperson and the Judicial Committee Chairperson are elected to the 
chairperson position by the members of their respective committees. The Head Resident of 
the dorm and one of the dorm Resident Assistants shall be advisors to the ~rm r.ouncil. 
3 .. Duties of Officers snd Members 
1) The dorm president shall serve as the chief student administrator in the dorm, 
Berve on the Campus Life Committee. call dormitory meetin~~,call and preside over Dorm 
Council meetings and shall preside over trials. 
a) The dorm president shall hold a meeting of the dorm during the first week 
of each academic year to determine the specific rules of the dorm. These rules shall be 
based upon the dorm guidelines of the College. During the third week of each academic year 
she shall open nominations and conduct an election to establish the elected members of Dorm 
:ouncil and the members of the Judicial and Social Committees. The dorm president shall 
supervise the creation of other dorm bodies that are deemed necessary. She will insure that 
the procedures and rules are reviewed by the dorm at the beginning of the second seme,ter of 
each year. 
b) If a dorm president is not elected by the dormitory. the dorm will have no 
representative on the Campus Life Committee and the dorm shall have no privileges as there 
will be no one in the administrative position. 
2) The treasurer of the dorm shall collect dorm dues. shall report to the Dcrm 
Council on dorm funds, and shall be held accountable for all dorm monies and checks. The 
dorm financial records shall be audited once encl semester. 
3) The Religious Life Association representative shall serve as a cOllllllunicator oe-
tween the dorm and the RLA. 
4) The dorm senator bhall serve 8S a communicator between the dorm and the Senate 
and shall represent the dorm in the Senate. 
S) The SOCial committee chairperson shall call and preside over social committee 
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meetings, and report to the Dorm Council . The social committee elects the chairperson of 
the commi t tee. 
a) The social committee shall be composed of elected hall representatives . The 
social committee plans programs that meet the needs and interests of the residing commu-
nity and shall execute duties necessary for the functioning of the dorm (phone duty, kit-
chen supplies , etc.). 
6) The judicial committee chairperson shall call and preside over judiCial committee 
meetings, and shall preside over trials in the absence of the dorm president . She shal l 
act as vice president of the dorm anrl shall report to the Dorm Council . . the judicial 
committee elects the chairperson of the committee. 
a) The judicial committee shall have the power to legislate penalties up to but 
not including suspension for infractions of all-campus and dormitory rules and to adjudi-
cate infractions of all-campus and dormitory rules when they occur in the dorm . Their 
jurisdiction shall include the following: infractions of the drinking rule, male visita-
tion , quiet hour, security rule, and pet rule; excessive drinking; violations of other 
regulatlons which individual dorms might create. Infractions of all-campus and clorm rules 
occurring in a dorm other than that in which the student lives will be handled by the 
Campus Life Committee. Until the judicial committee is established, all infractions of 
all-campus and dorm rules occurring in the dorm will be handled by the Campus Life Committee. 
****** 
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